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“The people must know before they can act, and there is no educator to compare with the press.”

Ida B. Wells

“Is it really ever in the best interest of a news media organization, whose goal is to make money... to say ‘Ok; so today we’re

going to present the real issues...’ ”
CM! Winters Palacio

Introduction

The news media inform how citizens view and interact with the world (Druckman and Parkin, 2005; DellaVi-
gna and Kaplan, 2007; Enikolopov et al., 2011; Larreguy et al., 2015; Druckman et al., 2018), sometimes influencing
policy making (Clinton and Enamorado, 2014; Snyder Jr and Strömberg, 2010). The influence of media reporting on
international affairs is similarly consequential. In the United States, the overwhelming majority of adults learn about
international affairs from the news media (Gallup, Inc, 2019); foreign affairs professionals rank “newspapers and news
magazines” as one of their most important sources of information (Avey et al., forthcoming); and media reporting on
international issues has had demonstrated effects on the provision of foreign aid, patterns of terrorism, and public
attitudes. Furthermore, as the revolution in “data science” continues, media reports are being compiled into an in-
creasing number of widely used datasets that inform how academics, government analysts, and others understand (and
potentially respond to) various important international phenomena. Yet, dependence on media reporting (particularly
by U.S. news outlets) on the coverage of international affairs grows in spite of decades of decline in foreign reporting
by many of these outlets; commercial incentives that give pride of place to particular types of foreign affairs stories;
and apparent increases in media partisan polarization.

Although much research has been done on the news media’s reporting practices on domestic topics, much less
is known about how the news media report on international affairs. This study seeks to provide a more complete
understanding of whether and in what ways media reporting on international affairs follows systematic patterns that
may skew understanding of events around the globe.

We ask whether U.S. news media reporting on international affairs is biased. Researchers across multiple
disciplines, using different definitions, have documented significant “bias” in how the media reports.1 We engage with
two broad questions: First, are there significant differences in American news media reporting on foreign affairs based
on the political leanings of individual outlets?2 Second, following a large body of research spanning various academic
disciplines that focuses on disparities between the frequency of reporting on issues and their underlying prevalence,
we ask whether the American news media – regardless of partisan leaning – reports on a set of international events
with significant associated human costs in a manner that reflects those costs.

1We discuss “bias”, how scholars have variously defined it, and how we conceive of the term in detail below.

2In particular, we are concerned with determining whether left- and right-leaning media systematically differ in the types of international affairs
topics they cover. Surveys carried out by Jurkowitz et al. (2020) reveal that Americans’ partisan identification maps strongly onto their levels of
distrust in media sources: those sources trusted most by those who identify as democrats (e.g. CNN) are the least trusted by those who identify as
republicans and vice versa (e.g. Fox News). Given Americans’ tendencies to privilege content from one set of outlets or the other, differences in
the topics covered may map onto systematically different perceptions of the frequency or importance of various international issues across large
segments of American society. Thus, our concern is not with quantifying the specific causal effects per se of changes in partisanship on media
reporting tendencies but on determining whether systematic differences exist and, if so, how substantial they are.
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To do so, we collectively analyze tens of millions of news articles published by leading American online news
outlets, including digital native online sites (e.g. Politico) and newspaper websites (e.g. Washington Post),3 over the
past roughly one decade.4 We begin by comparing the intensity of media reporting across outlets on a wide variety
of international affairs topics. We then draw on various datasets capturing the human costs of different international
events – from natural disasters to the numbers of individuals forced across borders by war – to study how closely
the intensity of media reporting tracks with their associated costs. This analysis includes using global data on dyadic
refugee and asylum-seeker flows newly released by the United Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR).

We find first that left- and right-leaning news outlets (identified in terms of partisan orientation in several
different ways) tend to report at roughly the same rate on international affairs broadly. However, the topics on which
they focus differ significantly in a number of cases. Left-leaning news outlets, for instance, report significantly more
on communicable diseases and, separately, natural disasters than right-leaning news outlets, which are more likely to
report on international business and economics. Other topics (e.g. refugees) receive very similar levels of attention.

Second, analyzing within-topic differences, we find significant variation in reporting across topics. As we
describe in detail later, we benchmark these comparisons by establishing a baseline level of partisan variation based
on media use of politicized language generated from Tweets sent by members of the U.S. Congress.

Third, we find that, collectively, American news outlets tend to report on international issues in a manner that
bears little resemblance to their associated prevalence measured in terms of individuals killed or significantly harmed.
From reporting on refugee and asylum-seeker populations, communicable diseases and, separately, natural disasters
in other countries, and death sentences handed down by foreign governments, the number of individuals harmed or
killed only weakly predicts the level of reporting such issues receive. For instance, analyzing annual communicable
disease deaths across countries, we estimate that an increase in ≈21,000 such deaths is associated with fewer than six
additional news articles (across all 94 news outlets that we study).

By seeking to better understand patterns of media reporting, we hope to bring greater attention to systematic
differences in how left- and right-leaning media outlets report on international affairs as well as to precisely quantify
how far reporting practices by the media generally deviate from aggregate actual human cost across a range of major
international issues. Both patterns might account for a general lack of public awareness of certain international issues
or for misperceptions regarding the relative costs of different crises. The results of our research also matter because
public trust in the media is limited. Gottfried et al. (2020) find that 52% of Americans surveyed express having little
to no confidence that “journalists will act in the best interests of the public” and that 38% of U.S. adults access a news
story “expect[ing] it to be largely inaccurate.”5 This research may help inform whether a lack of trust has a basis in
international affairs reporting.

This paper proceeds as follows: we first consider the importance of media reporting on how societies both
understand and engage on various international matters. We focus in particular on the increasing use of news reports in
the development of datasets that academics, government analysts, and others are using in an attempt to draw inferences

3We choose to focus on both digital native online news sites and newspapers in an effort to cover much of the foreign news reporting that occurs
within the United States and, secondly, because the types of news media consumed vary along demographic lines (Mitchell et al., 2016).

4The precise time period of coverage varies across statistical tests and depends upon the availability of data used in these analyses. In general,
however, our study covers the period from January 01, 2010 through the end of that decade.

5We note as well that this pattern extends not only to distrust of media outlets perceived as favoring partisans with whom they disagree. Other
research conducted by Shearer (2020), for instance, finds that “Two-thirds of U.S. adults say they’ve seen their own news sources report facts meant
to favor one side”.
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about various global affairs. Next, we review the existing literature on media reporting bias; introduce our expectations
relating to media reporting on international affairs; and describe our empirical strategy and results. Finally, before
concluding, we briefly explore several questions that emerge from our findings. Given broad U.S. news media reliance
on foreign affairs content supplied by wire services, we analyze how partisan results change when content from these
services is excluded. Second, we assess changes in the interreality results when we restrict the set of media outlets
to specialized and top outlets upon which policymakers are most likely to depend. Third, analyzing sentiment, we
provide preliminary evidence of additional (non-exclusive) partisan reporting differences across a set of foreign affairs
topics. Finally, we briefly explore the set of factors that may influence how intensively the media collectively report
on different countries.

The Importance of Media Reporting on International Affairs

A large body of work documents domestic effects of news media reporting. Scholars have demonstrated the
effects of news media presence and/or reporting on voting behavior in the United States (Druckman and Parkin, 2005;
DellaVigna and Kaplan, 2007; Gerber et al., 2009), Italy (Drago et al., 2014), Mexico (Larreguy et al., 2015), and
Russia (Enikolopov et al., 2011). They have shown effects on U.S. Congressional voting patterns (Arceneaux et al.,
2016; Snyder Jr and Strömberg, 2010) and positions on political issues (Clinton and Enamorado, 2014).

The news media’s influence on attitudes and decisions toward various foreign policy matters appears similarly
consequential, although less well studied. Broadly, the news media serve to educate the public about foreign affairs.
Gallup, Inc (2019, p.64) finds that the overwhelming majority of Americans report learning about international affairs
from internet sources like “Yahoo News, Huffington Post, Drudge Report, [and] websites of newspapers and TV
networks...”

With respect to the influence of the news media on foreign affairs professionals, Avey et al. (forthcoming) find
in a survey of “563 current and former U.S. policymakers in development, national security, and trade positions” that
these individuals ranked “newspapers and news magazines” as their second most important source of information just
behind “classified U.S. Government reports”. What’s more, the importance that the surveyed policymakers attach
to news media increases with their rank. We also note the results of surveys by Erdos & Morgan (2015) in which
outlets including the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Washington Post are listed as some of the most influ-
ential amongst “opinion leaders” working on defense, national security, trade, and global economic issues sampled
across “the executive and congressional branches of government, state and local government, executives of trade and
professional organizations” and beyond.

In perhaps the most extreme cases, single news articles have produced substantial foreign policy changes, as
when a news article featuring the photo of a child soldier reportedly prompted President George W. Bush to push
for government action, eventually culminating with him signing the Child Soldier Prevention Act into law (Zacharia
et al., 2017). Much of the existing literature on media influence in foreign affairs focuses on the direct effects of media
coverage. In their seminal work focused around the Gulf War, Iyengar and Simon (1993) show that media coverage
significantly influenced both the issues the public deemed most important to the national interest (so called “agenda
setting”) and how the public evaluated those issues (so called “framing”). More recently, Eisensee and Strömberg
(2007, p. 693) showed that whether U.S. foreign relief is provided in the aftermath of natural disasters around the
world varies significantly with “whether the disaster occurs [and is therefore covered by the news] at the same time as
other newsworthy events, such as the Olympic Games, which are obviously unrelated to need...” Analyzing patterns of
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terrorism around the world, Jetter (2017) finds that the New York Times’ coverage of attacks has directly affected the
future number of attacks terrorist organizations carry out. And De Vreese and Boomgaarden (2006) find that media
content has influenced public attitudes towards the European Union’s expansion.

As consequential as these and other direct effects of news reporting are, we argue that press reports inform how
academics, government analysts, and others understand global affairs in nuanced but significant ways that have largely
escaped the focus of research on this subject. Specifically, press reports are often assumed – implicitly or explicitly
– when used in aggregate, to accurately reflect various international phenomena, which, in turn, inform research and
policy. With the digitization of news content, media reports of various events are compiled into massive datasets that
are used to draw inferences about the world. Most notably, our understanding of global patterns of political violence
and unrest come primarily from media reporting. As Dietrich and Eck (2020, p. 1044) have observed, “[i]nternational
relations researchers are increasingly using news articles to generate data, often using machines to process large
quantities of information... [which] can do so in near-real-time.”

Resulting datasets are used to understand i) terrorist activity (LaFree and Dugan, 2007); ii) insurgency and
civil war violence (Sundberg and Melander, 2013; Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2015); iii) electoral violence (Birch,
Sarah and Muchlinski, David, 2020; Daxecker et al., 2019); iv) ethnic violence (Fjelde et al., 2019); v) refugee-related
violence (Gineste and Savun, 2019); vi) violence against peacekeeping forces (Bromley, 2018); vii) drug cartel-related
violence (Osorio, 2015; Larreguy et al., 2020); viii) conflict over water resources (Bernauer et al., 2012); ix) drone
strikes (Shaver et al., 2021) x) suicide bombings (Pape et al., 2021); and xi) other forms of political unrest (e.g. protest
and riot activity) (Raleigh et al., 2010; Salehyan et al., 2012, 2020). Chenoweth et al. (2019) rely on news articles
to identify cases of non-violent action in conflict settings. Press reports are used in governmental efforts to predict
political violence (O’Brien, 2010). And as news reports are compiled into increasing numbers of datasets, additional
efforts have gone into integrating them (Zhukov et al., 2017; Donnay et al., 2019).

Shaver et al. (2020, p. 3) describe the extensive use of these data:
“These datasets are used widely by members of the academy. Citations of the journal articles introducing
these datasets and their respective codebooks number in the thousands... They are also widely used (and
funded) by government, intra-governmental, and non-governmental organizations [including, but are not
limited to, by the United Nations (Willcoxon, 2017; van Weezel, 2018), the World Bank (Collier et al.,
2003)... the U.S. Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, and State and Intelligence Community
agencies (Global Terrorism Database)...”

Even where press reports are not the exclusive or primary source of information on a topic, they nevertheless
play a central role in aiding our understanding. Outside of political violence, press reports are used to develop data on
internal displacement (Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre); collective action (Earl et al., 2004); the behavior of
international non-governmental organizations (Murdie and Davis, 2012), and they inform our understanding of various
human rights violations around the world.6

In Media We Trust?

The direct and indirect effects of media reporting on how societies understand and interact with the world raise
fundamental questions about its accuracy, consistency and comprehensiveness. Critically, as dependence on (often

6The U.S. State Department, for instance, relies on press reports as one of the sources when developing its annual Country Reports on Human
Rights Practices.
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American) media reporting increases as computational, quantitative, and other “data science” techniques allow for the
development and analysis of large datasets constructed from press reports, two parallel trends raise important questions
about whether and to what extent reporting provides a generally comprehensive and unbiased view of global affairs.

The first trend is the now decades-long decline in foreign reporting by U.S. news agencies. At the turn of the
millennium, the Los Angeles Times reported that “newspaper editors and television news executives have reduced the
space and time devoted to foreign coverage by 70% to 80% during the past 15 to 20 years” (Shaw, 2001). Between
2000 and 2010, print media organizations are estimated to have reduced their foreign correspondence bureaus by over
20% (Willnat, 2012). As Aalberg et al. (2013, p. 387) describe, this trend largely reflects high foreign reporting costs,
with the effect that “[b]ecause international public affairs stories are more costly to create and yet receive low interest
from the audience, this type of news tends to lose out in editorial meetings.” Beyond general reductions in reporting on
international affairs, particular types of stories may be especially unlikely to be carried (quantity vs. kind). Nacos et al.
(2011, p. 9) describe this dynamic in their book on counter terrorism and media reporting: as competition for audiences
has increased, “even organizations once committed to quality public affairs news have moved increasingly away from
reporting what professional journalists, editors, and producers deem important for the enlightenment of fellow citizens
to what profit-oriented corporate managers consider interesting for the entertainment of news consumers.” The result
is that, “far from serving as passive conduits of information, journalists actively prefer stories embodying novelty,
conflict, balance, and authority” (Baum and Groeling, 2009, p.89).

Complicating matters still is the role wire services play in providing foreign affairs content to other outlets.
Many of the international news stories that appear in the (online) pages of news sites are either directly written by or
are derived from reporting by wire services (e.g., Agence France Presse, The Associated Press, and Reuters). Facing
its own commercial incentives, with “some 250 news bureaus in 120 countries”, Artz (2017, p. 59) finds –

The Associated Press “competes for viewers by shortening messages, emphasizing news spectacle, and
privileging elite sources over social movement advocates, while avoiding historical context and conse-
quence. AP news wire releases rely on headlines, sound bites, and heavily dramatized events. The result
has been more news clutter, more news stimulation, and more transnationally hegemonic news frames.
As the primary news producer and distributor on four continents, AP thus contributes to reducing demo-
cratic public discourse.”7

The second trend is the ostensible increase in overt partisan reporting by (at least some) American news media
outlets (Feldman et al., 2012; Groeling, 2008; Aday et al., 2005). (Though, as we shall discuss later in this section,
there is remarkably little agreement within academia about whether the news media tend to display partisan bias.) In
this project, we ask whether politicized reporting “ends at the water’s edge” or, as Lieber (2014) writes about politics,
whether it is only temporarily delayed there. In an essay focused on the politicization of U.S. foreign policy, Schultz
(2017, p. 9) attributes increasing partisanship partly to the “fragmentation of the media, particularly the proliferation of
partisan news sources on cable television, radio, and the internet...” Yet, whether, how, and to what extent mainstream
news outlets, identified by partisan orientation, reportly differently on foreign affairs remain an open question.

Broad and increasing reliance on press reports against the backdrop of a concomitant decline in foreign re-
porting, commercial incentives to engage in selective reporting, and ostensibly greater political influence on media
reporting, collectively raise serious questions about the nature of international affairs reporting. Do partisan media
systematically differ in their reporting on the world? And does such reporting, in aggregate, tend to reflect the world
as it is? We tackle these questions directly, exploring whether the U.S. news media display a partisan bias in their

7Given the prominent role that wire services play in contemporary international affairs reporting, later in this analysis, we consider how our
results change when their content is excluded (to the extent that we are able given technological constraints).
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reporting on international affairs; whether particular topics (e.g. global human rights issues, international security
issues) have been especially prone to such tendencies; and whether patterns of media reporting broadly map onto
underlying human costs. Below, we begin by reviewing existing work on media reporting bias within international
affairs. We then turn to the broader body of work on media bias to draw insights that guide our project. In particular,
we focus on research insights relating to partisan and, separately, interreality bias.

“Biased” Media Reporting on International Affairs

Much of the work on media reporting on various international affairs issues focuses on predictable country-
level patterns of reporting. These studies range from assessing how the news media “divide their attention between
regions of the world” Zuckerman (2003, p. 1) to whether the media’s reporting patterns on human rights issues are
consistent across regions of the world (Hafner-Burton and Ron, 2013) to whether attention paid to political violence
varies with regime type (Baum and Zhukov, 2015) to how distance from the United States affects reporting on overseas
natural disasters (Berlemann and Thomas, 2019).

Other scholars consider micro-dynamics of reporting variation. Shaver et al. (2020) analyze variation in report-
ing as a function of the location, intensity, and deadliness of political violence and social unrest. Similarly, studying
the media’s coverage of protests in authoritarian countries, Hellmeier et al. (2018, p. 587) explain why some protests
are more likely to be covered than others: “widely covered protests attract media attention and temporarily lower the
selection threshold for subsequent incidents.”

Other work focuses on how issues are covered. For instance, Baum and Zhukov (2019) find that media outlet
ownership affects how such outlets report on international conflict. Terman (2017, p.1) considers the ways in which
U.S. new media cover women overseas in a manner that “propagate[s] the perception that Muslims are distinctly
sexist.”

Broader Insights about “Bias” from News Media Studies

A large body of work explores whether and in what ways news media show bias or slant.8 We highlight two
bodies of research that are particularly relevant to our research focus. The first broadly considers whether the U.S.
news media demonstrate reporting or other biases reflecting a particular partisan identification. The second consists
of articles spanning various academic disciplines that focus on interreality bias – that is, on patterns of under- and
over-reporting relative to some relevant, measurable cost or frequency. We cover each in turn.

Partisan Bias

As Groeling (2013, p.1) has noted previously, “[p]artisan bias in the news is a perennial matter of concern and
debate for scholars, journalists, politicians, and citizens.” Yet, whether U.S. news media reporting is systematically

8The body of work exploring “media bias” is expansive. See: Groeling (2013); Entman (2010, 2007); Gentzkow and Shapiro (2006); Lundman
(2003); Combs and Slovic (1979); Eberl et al. (2017); Covert and Wasburn (2007); D’Alessio and Allen (2000). Complicating this line of inquiry
is the fact that there is no single established definition of “bias.” Instead, scholars have conceived – and tested for empirical evidence – of “bias” in
a variety of ways.
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biased and, if so, in what ways, itself remains a matter of perennial academic debate. Partly at issue is the wide variety
of ways in which “bias” can and has been assessed.9

Counter perhaps to popular perception, various studies fail to find evidence of partisan bias (Niven, 1999, 2003).
In a comprehensive study that combines evidence from “a unique combination of a large-scale survey of political
journalists, data from journalists’ Twitter networks, election returns, a large-scale correspondence experiment, and a
conjoint survey experiment,” Hassell et al. (2020, p.1) find no evidence of bias against either conservatives or liberals
in the types of news stories journalists choose to cover. Budak et al. (2016, p.1) similarly find that, with the single
exception of political scandals, “all major news outlets [cover] a wide variety of topics with frequency largely unrelated
to the outlet’s ideological position.” D’Alessio and Allen (2000) focus their research how much attention Democrats
and Republicans receive in the news and, separately, the “favorability” of that coverage. Across newspapers and
newsmagazines, they find no evidence of bias while their “meta-analysis of studies of television network news showed
small, measurable, but probably insubstantial coverage and statement biases” (D’Alessio and Allen, 2000, p. 1).

In contrast, Groseclose and Milyo (2005, p.1), who estimate “ideological scores for several major media out-
lets”, find “a strong liberal bias: all of the news outlets we examine, except Fox News’ Special Report and the Washing-

ton Times, received scores to the left of the average member of Congress.” Kahn and Kenney (2002) find that opinions
expressed in the editorial pages of newspapers on congressional races influence the ostensibly independent news cov-
erage of the candidates. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) consider bias in terms of how frequently partisan language
is used by various major newspapers. Specifically, analyzing the Congressional Record, they identify phrases most
likely to be used by either Democrats or Republicans. They find that newspapers indeed vary considerable in terms
of how frequently they use particular politicized words and phrases. With such information, they are not only able to
establish the existence of partisan bias but to develop a measure of slant across outlets.

As described later, we follow a similar approach to that employed by Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010), analyzing
whether the news media references to particular international affairs topics varies across outlets categorized as left-
or right-leaning. Following Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010), we use references to politicized language pulled from the
tweets of members of Congress to establish a benchmark against which to compare international affairs references.

Interreality Bias

Scholars working across a variety of disciplines have uncovered evidence of systematic under- or over-reporting
by the news media on a wide variety of subjects. What unites this body of research is that, first, it tends to deal broadly
with human hazards and, second, media reporting is analyzed in terms of deviation away from a relevant objective
frequency or level (e.g. comparing reporting on deaths from different causes to the actual numbers of deaths from
such causes). Such “interreality” comparisons span disciplines and topics.

Frost et al. (1997) find considerable disparities in media coverage of major causes of death relative to their
base rates. Bomlitz and Brezis (2008) similarly find that emerging health hazards are more likely to be over-reported
than those to which the public are more accustomed. Other scholars have focused on disproportionate reporting within
particular topic areas. For instance, analyzing news coverage of hurricanes, Casselman (2017) documents considerably
greater coverage of Hurricanes Harvey and Irma relative to Maria, despite the latter resulting in far more casualties.

Another body of work focuses on disproportionate reporting with respect to criminal activity. Scholars have
found, for instance, that particular types of child abuse are more or less likely to be reported relative to the preva-

9Again, for a thorough discussion, see the review article on the subject by Groeling (2013).
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lence of the types (Davies et al., 2017; Hove et al., 2013). Sorenson et al. (1998) document differential reporting
rates across homicides, finding, for instance, that Black and Hispanic victims are relatively less likely to be reported.
Focusing instead on perpetrators, Dixon and Linz (2000, p.1) find that “Blacks are overrepresented as lawbreakers,
and Latinos and Whites are underrepresented as lawbreakers on television news compared to their respective crime
rates.” Dixon and Williams (2014, p.1) find some what differently “that Blacks were actually ‘invisible’ on network
news, being underrepresented as both violent perpetrators and victims of crime [while whites] were accurately repre-
sented as criminals... Latinos were greatly overrepresented as undocumented immigrants while Muslims were greatly
overrepresented as terrorists on network and cable news programs.”

Health researchers have identified patterns of disproportionate reporting on different diseases. For instance,
Jensen et al. (2010, p.1) find that relative to actual incidence rates, some cancers are “consistently under-reported
(male reproductive, lymphatic/Hodgkin’s, and thyroid) and four cancers were found to be consistently over-reported
(breast, blood/Leukemia, pancreatic, and bone/muscle).” Slater et al. (2008); MacKenzie et al. (2010) similarly find
disparate reporting patterns comparing both incidence and/or mortality rates of different types of cancer.

Empirical Strategy

Drawing from the research presented above, we focus on two general patterns of reporting, carrying out a num-
ber of statistical tests relating to both. First, we analyze U.S. news media reporting on a wide variety of international
affairs topics, focusing on whether media outlets classified as left- and right-leaning report at different rates on such
topics. Second, we explore the extent to which U.S. news media reporting on various topics in international affairs
tracks with measurable frequencies and/or costs associated with such topics. We describe these in turn in the following
sub-sections. In each sub-section, we describe our general testing strategy as well as the sources of data used.

Partisan Media Reporting on International Affairs

Our first test of media bias explores variation in reporting by left- and right-leaning media outlets on inter-
national affairs topics. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) establish that news media partisanship can be identified by
assessing how frequently politicized language is used.10 Building on this central finding, to test for bias in media
reporting on international affairs, we assess the rate at which media outlets, identified by their partisan orientation,
refer to a wide variety of international affairs topics in their reporting. If particular international affairs issues show
partisan differences, then we would expect to observe variation in their frequency (e.g. different rates of referencing
“Benghazi,” “Rohingya refugees”, “Boris Johnson”, the “World Health Organization”, “ISIS” or any number of other

10In more detail, these scholars analyze the frequency with which the news media (in their case, a set of 433 U.S. daily newspapers) use
particular political phrases. This set of papers at the time altogether “represented 74 percent of the total circulation of daily newspapers in the
United States in 2001” (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010, p. 40). The phrases they analyze were amongst the set most commonly used by either
Democratic or Republican legislators (identified using the 2005 Congressional Record). As they describe, each phrase is known to be “diagnostic
of the speaker’s political leanings,” i.e. “death tax” being used by Republicans and “estate tax” used by Democrats (Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010,
p. 43). Comparing language commonly used by members of Congress to the frequency with which such language was used by the newspapers,
they were able to generate a measure of each source’s political slant.
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international subjects).1112

Partisan Bias Benchmarking

Before doing so, however, we first establish a partisan “bias” benchmark against which the frequency of ref-
erences to international affairs topics can be compared. To do so, we loosely follow Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010)’s
empirical strategy for assessing the partisan slant of media outlets; though our approach involves several key differ-
ences.

We begin by identifying dozens of top online news outlets consisting of both digital-native news sites and
newspapers.13 Next, rather than using the Congressional Record to identify political phrases, we instead pull from
tweets posted by U.S. members of Congress during the 112th and 113th Congresses (Gervais, 2019).141516 During
the 112th Congress, 84% of both senators and representatives were active on Twitter. During the 113th Congress,
these figures rise to 97% and 89%, respectively. For each year, we identify the 1000 phrases most commonly used by
Democratic and, separately, Republican members and then subset those to include only phrases used by Democrats
that do not appear in the Republican set and vice versa.17 Finally, we further process these lists to exclude irrelevant
phrases.18 Resulting phrases include, for instance, “clean energy”, “equal pay”, “expand medicaid”, and “student
debt”. (We return to our use of these sets of political phrases later.)

11Of course, media outlets might vary not only in how frequently they reference particular topics but in how they write about such topics. For
instance, when the El Salvador’s government removed all judges from the country’s Constitutional Court earlier this year, ABC News ran a story
with the headline “El Salvador’s president pushes ahead with power grab despite US condemnation” (Finnegan, 2021). Meanwhile, Fox News used
the opportunity to imply similarities between El Salvador’s actions and those of the Biden Administration, with the title: “Kamala Harris stresses
need for ‘independent’ judiciary in El Salvador as Democrats push court-packing in US” (Keene, 2021). Although outside the scope of this project,
we offer some evidence in the discussion of the this paper of differences in how topics are reported on. Yet, while comparable levels of reporting
on an issue does not imply the absence of bias, disproportionate levels do. Indeed, when one side reports more frequently on a topic than the other,
even if no difference can be perceived in how that topic is reported on, the choice to cover it with more frequency is itself an editorial choice.

12To be clear, we do not consider a given rate of reporting (by the left- or right-leaning media) on a given issue (e.g. air quality in India) to
constitute bias as we offer no objective standard against which to compare such rate. Our conception of partisan bias is much simpler: any deviation
away from equal (standardized) coverage (or reporting intensity) on a given issue across left- and right-leaning media.

13This is described in much greater detail below.

14Together, these Congresses span the period January 3, 2011 to January 3, 2015.

15These include retweets, which we do not exclude by design. By amplifying language, retweets produce (potentially significant) variation in
the intensity with which particular phrases appeared in the public domain. Including only unique tweets would fail to capture such variation.

16The data provided by Gervais (2019) include a number of tweets per Congress with dates that fall outside of each Congress’ two sessions. At
the time of this writing, we simply match tweets to the year in which they occurred, regardless of which Congress they are associated with.

17Formally, this involves parsing the tweets into bigrams – that is, we treat each and every consecutive two words in a tweet as a “phrase”. For
instance, Senator Richard Blumenthal’s Oct 16, 2014 tweet containing the text “...work to prevent gun violence...” would be broken down into four
bigrams: “work to”, “to prevent”, “prevent gun”, and “gun violence”. We carry out a number of others steps to process the textual data, including
removing stop words; setting all words to lowercase; removing irrelevant numbers and words that appear with significant frequency (e.g. dates,
given that most tweets contain a month, day and year); etc.

18For instance, many phrases refer to Congressional business (e.g. voting (“voted yes”) and hearings (“hearing tomorrow”)) and are unlikely to
be covered by news media or reflect partisanship. Other phrases are bigrams that do not have independent meaning (e.g. “must get”, “now live”).
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Major News Media Outlets and Partisan Assignments

We now turn to our primary partisan analysis. To study whether international affairs reporting varies across
news outlets with different partisan leanings, we compare how frequently left- and right-leaning outlets report on
various international affairs topics between 2010 and 2020. We do so using multiple independent measures of outlet
partisanship and different sets of media outlets, which, as we will show, reveals a significant degree of consistency in
our results. Specifically, we separately analyze three sets of news media outlets.

We first identify the set of “top” online news media outlets using lists of top outlets available for the years
2015 and 2017.19 We drop from this list top “news” outlets whose focus is mostly or wholly unrelated to international
affairs.20 We then use two separate measures of partisanship to categorize these outlets as left- or right-leaning,
resulting in the first two lists. The first source, Ad Fontes Media (2020a), organizes 263 outlets (at the time data
was procured from that organization) along a numerical scale from -42 (extreme left) to 42 (extreme right) (Otero,
Vanessa, 2019). Ad Fontes Media (2020a) also includes an overall reliability measure spanning 0 to 64. Using these
assessments, we categorize top online sites into left- and right- leaning, dropping outlets with the lowest reliability
scores (e.g. Infowars). (Within each side, media outlets are further subdivided according to their degree of perceived
partisanship, which we use to carry out subtests.)

Our second source of news media partisan affiliation is AllSides (2019). Given strong similarities in the lists
produced using Ad Fontes Media (2020a) and AllSides (2019), we report all results generated using AllSides (2019) in
the appendix. Details about AllSides (2019) can be found in the footnotes.21 Top news outlets that are not covered by
Ad Fontes Media (2020a) or AllSides (2019) are dropped from consideration.22 Similarly, media outlets ranked by Ad
Fontes Media (2020a) or AllSides (2019) that are not present in our “top” online list are dropped. The two resulting
lists consist of 48 and 44 unique news outlets for Ad Fontes Media (2020a) and AllSides (2019), respectively. With
only rare exceptions (e.g. Elite Daily), virtually all top online sites are captured in at least one analysis.

Our third and final list of outlets with partisan identifications is based on the partisan index developed by
Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010), which, again, orders American newspapers by partisanship. Of the 433 newspapers

19These lists of top online news sites come from Media Cloud (2011a). The choice of data on top online news sites for the years 2015 and 2017
is based on data availability. Although our list of top outlets come from two years, given that many top outlets (e.g. Fox News, Washington Post) are
likely to remain within the set of top outlets each year and because 2015 and 2017 fall squarely within our study period, our list should cover most
top outlets across the study period. As we describe later, we carry out our analyses with a large number of newspapers as well, ensuring broad overall
coverage of news media outlets. Media Cloud’s U.S Top Online News 2015 list is based on data from comScore and Pew (Media Cloud, 2015).
As Pew’s State of the News Media Report 2015 describes, this list is established from the “total digital population, or unduplicated combination
of desktop (web browsing and video) and mobile (websites and apps) traffic figures, to each news site in a month” (Olmstead and Shearer, 2015).
Pew’s list of top 50 online news outlets is based on the “total number of unique visitors and average minutes per visit in January 2015” Olmstead and
Shearer (2015). MIT Media Cloud’s U.S. Top Online News 2017 list is based on data from August 2017 acquired by Comscore, Activate and Alexa
(Media Cloud, 2017). The 2017 data from Comscore is organized in the same manner as its 2015 report, with each site having its “unduplicated
audience size, demographic composition and engagement” listed (Comscore, 2015). For the U.S. specifically, Alexa lists the most popular sites
based on its average traffic rank per month among U.S. users, which comes from its “global sample, or certified metrics” (Alexa, 2021).

20For instance, we exclude Bleacher Report and Engadget, top online sites covering sports news and consumer electronics, respectively.

21AllSides (2019) assigns one of five possible labels to each of over 335 media sources: Center, Center Left, Center Right, Left, and Right.
Assessments are made using blind bias surveys, independent reviews, editorial reviews, third party analysis, and community feedback ratings
(AllSides, 2020). Again, we categorize the top online sites as left- and right- leaning. Because outlets identified as falling in the center cannot be
identified as left- or right- leaning, we drop these from our analysis. This is in contrast to Ad Fontes Media (2020a), which assigns each outlet a
partisan score distributed around 0 allowing for partisan identifications of all media outlets (save for the single case of WTOP, the online site for
news radio station WTOP-FM, which is assigned a score of exactly 0).

22For Ad Fontes, non-covered news sites include the Houston Chronicle, Yahoo News, and a relatively small number of other sites.
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originally studied by these scholars, most remain active and maintain online news sites. We retain Gentzkow and
Shapiro (2010)’s original partisan rankings, categorizing papers as either left- or right-leaning. Although papers do
not typically conduct their own reporting on international affairs,23 (particularly, as described previously, as foreign
bureaus have been shuttered over the past several decades), they nevertheless choose which stores to feature within
their (online) pages (which may have been purchased from wire services) and, most importantly, to which stories
readers are exposed. The complete set of digital native and newspaper sites included in our study, including the
partisan grouping into which they fall, appear Appendix Sub-Section A.

Rates of Reporting on International Affairs

For each set of outlets, we calculate the rate of reporting (reports per 10,000 articles) between January 1, 2010
and December, 31, 2020 on a large set of topics intended to broadly capture reporting dynamics on international
affairs.24 We first count and subsequently standardize the number of articles containing references to individual coun-
tries (e.g. articles referencing Iran); major cities (defined as national capitals and/or cities with at least one million
inhabitants (e.g. Tbilisi)); and heads of state (e.g. Nepali president Bidya Devi Bhandari). These relatively unrestricted
searches are intended to capture media reporting on international affairs broadly.

We then repeat this process, comparing patterns of reporting on more specific topics within international affairs.
Broadly, we group our searches into eight additional categories: 1) global governance; 2) international security; 3) hu-
man rights; 4) international economics and finance; 5) global health; 6) natural disasters; 7) international environment;
and 8) world culture.

Below, we briefly describe our approach to capturing reporting on these topics. In practice, the process of
identifying relevant news media reporting involves running thousands of searches, involving various strategies, for
words and expressions that have appeared in news articles. Given the extensive set of searches performed across
these topics, and the large number of outside datasets secured for the purposes of developing searches, we detail our
approach in Appendix Sub-Section B. However, we briefly discuss here how we contend with possible false positives
(i.e. counting articles that should not be) and, separately, false negatives (i.e. not counting articles that should have
been).

Let C denote the universe of articles published by a set of outlets over our study period. Then, let A denote the
complete set of responsive article for a given search. Further, let c⊂C represent the set of articles identified through
a given search. We thus seek to maximize the precision and recall of a given search resulting in c:

Max{∑
n
i=11ci ∈ A
|c|

,
∑

n
i=11ci ∈ A
|A|

}

In practice, we implement an approach that gives plausible upper and lower bounds by running two searches.
The first (our lower bound) maximizes precision but is likely to produce false negatives while the second (our upper
bound) maximizes recall but is likely to produce false positives, such that |A| ∈ [L,U ].

Global Governance: To capture reporting on global governance, we identify articles independently referencing
each of 123 international organizations (e.g. the African Union, Interpol, United Nations Development Programme);

23There are, of course, notable exceptions including the New York Times and the Washington Post, which are leaders in international affairs
reporting.

24We choose this particular time period as the volume of content collected by Media Cloud is substantially more limited before this period.
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each of 25 global summits (e.g. ASEAN Summit, G-7 meeting, UN Summit on the Millennium Development Goals);
each of 66 international judicial bodies (e.g. International Criminal Court; Caribbean Court of Justice; Committee
Against Torture); and, finally, each of 29 international non-governmental organizations (e.g. Oxfam International,
Greenpeace, Doctors Without Borders).

International Security: For international security, we calculate references to a) the armed forces of every
country in the world (e.g. China’s People’s Liberation Army; Libyan Army; Zimbabwe Defence Forces); b) 205 dif-
ferent sub-militant organizations (e.g. Al-Qaeda; the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam; Saleka); different communities
of refugees and asylum seekers (e.g. Iraqi refugees, Rohingya refugees); and d) each of 149 nuclear power plants (e.g.
Germany’s Philippsburg Nuclear Power Plant).

Human Rights: To capture reporting on human rights, we calculate the number of articles that reference a)
terms relating to death sentences by country; b) each of fifteen U.N. human rights bodies (e.g. Committee on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities); c) each of six International Criminal Court cases involving countries’ leaders in
the past decade (e.g. Ugandan rebel leader Joseph Kony); and d) each of six specific human rights issues by country:
child labor; female genital mutilation; human trafficking; press freedom; religious rights; and freedom from torture.

World Economy: For international economics and finance, we calculate the number of responsive articles
individually referencing a) foreign currencies by name (e.g. the Japanese Yen, Iraqi Dinar); b) each of the 108 inter-
national stock-exchanges (e.g. Bolsa Mexicana de Valores, Euronext Lisbon); and c) each of 68 major foreign banks
(e.g. BNP Paribas, China Development Bank, Intesa Sanpaolo).

Global Health: For global health, we calculate article references to six major communicable diseases by
country: Diphtheria, Ebola, HIV/AIDS, malaria, measles, and tuberculosis.

Natural Disasters: To assess media attention on natural disasters that have occurred around the world, we
count articles referencing each of ten different disaster types by country: cold waves, droughts, earthquakes, floods,
heat waves, hurricanes, landslides, tsunamis, volcanic activity, and wildfires.

Global Environment: For article counts associated with international environmental issues, we identify refer-
ences to a) protected areas classified as World Heritage Sites (e.g. Australia’s Great Barrier Reef; India’s Sundarbans
National Park; Tanzania’s Kilimanjaro National Park); and country-by-country references to b) air quality (e.g. “air
pollution”, and “CO2 emissions”); c) biodiversity loss (e.g. “endangered species”, “deforestation”, “poaching”); and
d) water resource degradation (e.g. “water pollution”, “river waster”)

World Culture: Finally, for world culture, we identify all articles individually referencing a) each of the 104
international sporting events (e.g. the Tour de France, the Rugby World Cup, Wimbledon); and b) one of the 651
symphony orchestras (e.g. the Bogota Philharmonic, the City Chamber Orchestra of Hong Kong).

Testing Strategy

Let XL
i,t and XR

i,t be the total set of articles i produced by identified left- and right-leaning outlets in year t

with respective lengths nL
t and nR

t . Then, Let 1[XL
i,t ] and 1[XR

i,t ] serve as indicator variables that take the value of one
for each article i ∈ j, where j are the set of articles satisfying the terms of a given yearly search on topic J (e.g.

Egypt), which itself is belongs to a broader category (e.g. countries). We then set LJ,t =
∑

nL
t

i=11[X
L
i,t ]

nL
t

∗ 10,000 and

RJ,t =
∑

nR
t

i=11[X
R
i,t,]

nR
t

∗10,000.
Then, we estimate the following linear model for each category with ordinary least squares regression:
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Figure 1: This table summarizes the set of international affairs topics across which we estimate media attention.

RJ,t = α +βLJ,t + εJ,t

To assess the proportion of variance that either variable explains about the other, we calculate the coefficient of
determination.

Then, vectors β̂ and r2, respectively, give the estimated slope estimates and coefficients of determination,
which, collectively, we analyze to determine 1) whether left-leaning media tend to report on international affairs more
or less frequently than right-leaning media25 and 2) how closely (or not) their reporting patterns follow one another.
Next, recall the analysis of Congressional tweets first described. Using those phrases associated with Democratic and,
separately, Republican members of Congress, we carry out the same set of statistical tests. In this way, we are able to

25Our focus on the slope coefficient to compare reporting differences deserves a bit more explanation. Even if β 6= 1, in theory, it is still possible
that µleft-leaning reporting ≈ µright-leaning reporting, which would be reflected in |α|> 0. Given that our variation comes off of differences in (sub-)topic-
years, intercepts tend to center around 0 as topics that receive very little coverage by the left-leaning media tend to receive very little reporting by
the right-leaning media and vice versa. We focus on linear change as the relevant outcome of interest (instead of differences in means) because
means are likely to be artificially low and, thus, comparisons are not particularly informative in terms of assessing differences in magnitudes. This
is because, in our efforts to be comprehensive (ensuring for instance that we are accounting for reporting by both sets of outlets on all natural
disasters even when those occur in areas that are very unlikely to be covered), many observations take on values equal to or only marginally greater
than 0, effectively attenuating means and associated differences. (This can be see, for example, in Figures 6 and 7.) Nevertheless, we generate
E(YJt |OJt = Left-Leaning)(α) and E(YJt |OJt = Right-Leaning)(α +β ) with the following regression model and report results in Appendix Sub-
Section K: YJt = α +β1[OJt ]+εJt , where 1[OJt ] is a binary indicator of right-leaning partisan classification (and left-leaning partisan classification,
otherwise). To partially address this attenuation, we drop all observations in which both left- and right-leaning media reporting levels are equal to
0. Importantly, the results are consistent with our focus on β : in 43 of 46 cases in which we estimate more (less) reporting by the left for every
article published by the right, we find greater (smaller) mean reporting levels. In the three instances where this is not the case, the differences we
estimated in left- vs. right-reporting levels were very small and their differences are statistically insignificant in the means comparisons.
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estimate r2 values against which our vectors of values can be compared for sake of reference.26

Finally, to aid in the interpretation of results, we develop a measure of partisanship that is a function of β̂ .
Specifically, let:

γ =

β̂ ∗ (1/β̂ )2 ∗ (−1) if β̂ < 1

β̂ if β̂ >= 1

Then, γ ∈ Z+ represents the estimated number of reports (per 10,000) published by the right-leaning media for
every one (in 10,000) written by the left-leaning media. γ ∈ Z− gives the reverse: total left-leaning articles published
for every one written by the right.27

To carry out this analysis, we interface with Media Cloud’s open-source application programming interface,28

using a combination of R and Python code, to generate all relevant article counts.29 Media Cloud collects its data
by extracting the RSS feeds of each of its media sources and allows users to search its entire corpus of articles for
those containing particular words, phrases, or combinations thereof (Media Cloud, 2011b). Using this platform, we
consider responsive any article whose complete text (for plausible upper bounds) or whose title only (for plausible
lower bounds) contains the word, phrase, or set of terms included in a given query. Again, precise search details are
provided in the appendix.

Interreality Bias

In our second analysis, we analyze whether the American news media, collectively, tend to report on various
international issues in a manner that reflects their underlying costs or frequencies. This approach follows the literature
that conceives of “bias” in terms of deviation away from some existing parameter. In our case, we identify four
specific issue areas for which objective measures of the costs or frequencies of such issues can be compared against
reporting levels on such issues. Specifically, we consider: 1) the number of refugees and asylum seekers displaced
each year from their home country; 2) annual country deaths resulting separately from various communicable diseases
(diphtheria, HIV/AIDS, malaria, measles, and tuberculosis); 3) annual country deaths associated separately with those
natural disasters previously listed; and 4) annual death sentences issued by individual state governments.30

In additional to being measurable, these issues represent tremendous human cost. The United Nations estimates

26Analyzing reporting on Congressional tweets has an additional benefit. We assume the partisan identifications generated by Ad Fontes Media
(2020a), AllSides (2019) and Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) to be correct and, with respect to Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010)’s index, still applicable
more than a decade later. A result showing meaningful variation in the reporting patterns of left- and right-leaning outlets using contemporary
politicized language simultaneously validates our decision to use these partisan rankings in the first place. Furthermore, it serves to broadly
establish the external validity (both across time and across media type) of Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010)’s findings.

27In presenting results, to simply matters further, we simply present the the positive ratios (e.g. 3:1) such that all values to the right of 1:1
represent more reporting by the right-leaning media and vice versa.

28Media Cloud is an “open source platform” based on “a consortium research project across multiple institutions, including the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Amherst, Northeastern University, and the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University” (see:
https://mediacloud.org/about). The platform collects information from tens of thousands of news outlets, which is accessible to researchers through
Media Cloud’s API.

29For more details, see: https://github.com/mediacloud

30These data are described in greater detail later in this section.
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that there are over 79.5 million individuals currently displaced from their homes as refugees (roughy 26.0 million),
asylum-seekers (4.2 million), internally displaced persons (45.7 million) (UN Refugee Agency, 2020). Millions of
individuals around the world die each year from communicable diseases. For instance, in 2019 alone, some 690,000
individuals are estimated to have died from HIV-related causes (World Health Organization, 2020a). Meanwhile in
2019, an estimated 229 million individuals contracted malaria worldwide, 409,000 of whom died (World Health Or-
ganization, 2020b).31 In 2018, measles were responsible for more than 140,000 deaths around the world. Again, most
of the victims were children under the age of five, despite vaccine availability (World Health Organization, 2019b).
Finally, again in 2019, tuberculosis was responsible for 1.4 million deaths, 208,000 of whom included individuals with
HIV (World Health Organization, 2020c).

Natural disasters pose another major threat to human security. For instance, according to Centre for Research
on the Epidemiology of Disasters (2020), “between 2000 and 2019, 510,837 individuals were killed and another 3.9
billion people affected by 6,681 climate-related disasters.” Meanwhile, governments around the world continue to
sentence their own citizens to death. In 2019, Amnesty International (2020) reported that, across twenty countries,
some 657 executions were carried out.

Across these topics, we consider whether the media collectively tend to report in a manner that reflect their
respective costs. With objective measures of the costs of each of these issues (e.g. the number of individuals who
flee a given country in a given year), we are able to assess whether and to what extent news reporting reflects the
quantifiable human costs of each such issue (e.g. given the numbers of individuals forced to flee Eritrea and Syria in
2015, did the media report on these two communities at rates roughly corresponding to the numbers of individuals
affected?).

To do so, we consider reporting by the top online news outlets described previously.32 We add to this list of
outlets “top” U.S. newspapers, removing duplicates like the New York Times.33 Combined, this set consists of 94 news
outlets. For this analysis, we consider reporting starting January 01, 2010 and running through the following decade;
dates of precise coverage vary across statistical tests depending on the availability of data used in the analyses.

For each outlet, we identify the total number of articles per year containing specific key words and phrases
corresponding to each issue area. We then aggregate article counts to the country i and year t. Next, we similarly
aggregate to the country-year cost measures for each issue area: deaths (communicable diseases and natural disasters);
persons affected (natural disasters); persons forcibly displaced (refugees and asylum seekers); and persons sentenced
to death. These measures are described in detail below.

For this analysis, we calculate only plausible upper bounds (electing not carry out separate searches in which
we restrict our counts to cases where search terms are included in titles – see the appendix). Given the focus of this
exercise, using upper bounded estimates gives the benefit of the doubt to news outlets, helping to ensure that we are
not missing references that would generate artificially low article counts relative to relevant human costs. In using
upper bounds, we risk over-estimating actual levels of attention that the news media paid to the topics of interest. Yet,
as we will show, even under this approach, we estimate very modest levels of reporting.

31Malaria is particularly costly to societies as children aged under 5 years are the group most like to be affected by malaria. Such individuals
accounted in 2019 for the majority (274,000) of all malaria deaths globally (World Health Organization, 2020b).

32In this case, however, because we are considering broad patterns in news reporting by the American news media, we are not restricted to using
only those that have a partisan score measured by Ad Fontes Media (2020a), AllSides (2019) and Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010).

33This list also comes from Media Cloud.
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We then estimate the following general equation, for Ci,t > 0:

Ri,t = ζCi,t +ηt + εi,t

To account for changes in reporting across time, we include year fixed effects (ηt ) in each model. For reporting
on communicable diseases and, separately, natural disasters, we also add fixed effects to account for differences across
disease and disaster types (h):

Ri,t = ζCi,t +ηt +ξh + εi,t

There are, of course, reasons why journalists might strategically seek to limit reporting on a subject. In partic-
ular, editorial staff have long been cognizant of possible empathy fatigue arising from repeated reporting on an issue
(Zacharia et al., 2017). We, therefore, test a second specification, in which we re-scale the number of individuals
harmed or killed by applying a natural logarithmic transformation. Doing so effectively compresses the distance be-
tween large numbers, giving more weight to increases at low levels of death or displacement and less weight to similar
increases when levels are already high. (See Appendix Figure 17.)

Ri,t = ζ ln(Ci,t)+ηt + εi,t

Refugees and Asylum Seeker Outflows

To determine the number of individuals that are driven from their countries each year, we use yearly dyadic
data on refugee and asylum seeker outflows3435 supplied by the United Nations Refugee Agency (Fearon and Shaver,
2020).36 An alternative measure of the human cost of displacement counts the total population of individuals displaced
from a country in a given year (that is, the stock rather than new displacements). Given that individuals forced from
their countries often faced prolonged displacement before ultimately returning to their country or origin or being
permanently resettled in another country (e.g. the plight of millions of Afghan refugees who remain displaced from
decades of fighting in their country), as a robustness check, we also compare media reporting on refugee populations
against the size of those populations.

Communicable Disease Deaths

The details related to country-level fatality measures for each communicable disease appear in Table 1 alongside
their sources and other citations to how the data were collected/generated.

34That is, new yearly displacements. These are distinct from country-year stock figures, which refer to the total number of refugees from a given
country (or hosted by a given country) in a given year.

35Refugees and asylum seekers are not clearly distinguished from one another in the UNHCR’s data. In some cases, individuals fleeing conflict
are classified as refugees. In others, they are listed as asylum-seekers. Thus, we use the aggregate of the two.

36Existing research on refugee flows has typically used estimated flows from publicly available stock datasets. As Fearon and Shaver (2020, p.
7) describe, “[t]he global stock of refugees from a country can change year to year not only because of new outflows but also as a result of returns,
births, deaths, and changes of citizenship. Changes in stocks are thus an inherently noisy measure of refugee outflows in a year, which is the relevant
dependent variable if we want to understand determinants of refugee crises.”
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Disease Years Covered Countries Estimated Deaths Source
Diphtheria 2010-2017 193 27,645 (Global Burden of Disease Collaborative Network, 2018; Vanderslott and Dadonaite, 2019)
HIV/AIDS 2010, ’15, ’19 121 2,159,660 (World Health Organization, 2021, 2019a)
Malaria 2010-2018 83 990,544 (World Health Organization, 2021; World Health Organization; Alonso, 2020)
Measles 2010-2017 193 1,131,348 (Global Burden of Disease Collaborative Network, 2018; Vanderslott and Dadonaite, 2019)
Tuberculosis 2010-2019 189 13,073,911 (World Health Organization, 2021)

Table 1: This table summarizes the five diseases we focus on in this study alongside 1) the years of data we include
in our study; 2) the number of countries that are identified as having suffered fatalities from these diseases over each
respective period; 3) estimated recorded deaths during those periods; and 4) the sources of the data.

Natural Disasters

For data on the numbers of individuals killed or affected by natural disasters by type, we use data compiled by
EM-DAT Public (2020). These data are compiled from various sources including the United Nations, governmental
and non-governmental agencies, insurance companies, research institutes and press agencies.37 This complete dataset
includes natural disasters (including geophysical, meteorological, hydrological, climatological, biological and extra-
terrestrial disasters) that have occurred in over 180 countries between 2010 and 2020. We subset these data to include
only cold waves, droughts, earthquakes, floods, heat waves, landslides, tsunamis, volcanic activity and wildfires. These
data are summarized in Table 2.

Natural Disaster Years Covered Countries Covered Estimated Deaths Estimated Affected
Cold Wave 2010-2020 51 4,384 8,726,601
Drought 2010-2019 81 20,120 671,309,293
Earthquake 2010-2020 54 267,738 35,598,659
Flood 2010-2020 156 55,554 725,099,668
Heat Wave 2010-2019 24 69,531 308,098
Landslide 2010-2020 47 10,760 3,449,666
Tsunami 2010-2018 5 25,310 3,946,238
Volcanic Activity 2010-2020 18 1,363 4,044,716
Wildfire 2010-2020 32 875 1,094,429

Table 2: This table summarizes the nine natural disasters included in our analysis, alongside 1) the years of data we
include in our study; 2) the number of countries that are identified as having been affected by these disasters over each
respective period; and 3) the estimated numbers of individuals killed and, separately, affected by each disaster over
each period. Data Source: EM-DAT Public (2020)

Death Sentences

Data on death sentences issued by governments around the world come from Amnesty International (2010-
2019). The organization collects its data drawing from sources including: “official figures; judgments; information
from individuals sentenced to death and their families and representatives; reporting by other civil society organiza-

37We note that press reports are cited as one source of data on natural disasters, which could theoretically produce some endogeneity between
the amount of reporting and number of casualties calculated. However, we note further that EM-DAT Public (2020) prioritizes non-media based data
sources in its collection efforts including “UN agencies, governments, and the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies”
(see: emdat.be/frequently-asked-questions). Thus, we expect that the influence of media reports is limited. Furthermore, as we report later, the
relationship between reporting level on natural disasters and affected individuals is incredibly small. Thus, even if some positive bias is introduced,
it appears to have no meaningful influence on our results.
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tions; and media reports” (Amnesty International, 2010-2019).38

Results

Partisan Reporting on International Affairs

Before we describe our partisan results, we first offer a general interpretation of the tests we carry out. First,
∀β̂ ∈ β̂ , β̂ ≤ 1 indicates greater to equal rates of reference to the relevant topic (references per 10,000 articles) by left-
leaning outlets relative to the right. For β̂ > 1, right-leaning media references exceed left-leaning references. Thus,
for instance, if ˆβIOs < ˆβre f ugees, then left-leaning outlets report at a greater rate on the former; though, how those rates
relate to right-leaning rates depends on the respective values of ˆβIOs and ˆβre f ugees to 1. Again, we rescale measures of
β to allow for direct reporting differences in ratios in the plotted results.

Elements of r2 allow us to explore variation within topics across reporting by left- and right-leaning media
outlets. For instance, disproportionate attention paid by left- or right-leaning outlets to particular sub-state militant
organizations (e.g. significantly more reporting by the right on ISIS) would pull r2

combatants toward 0. Together, β̂ and
r2 allows us to make different but complementary inferences. For instance, left-leaning outlets might report more on
international organizations generally ( ˆβIOs < 1). However, if the two groups of media tend to focus proportionately on
the same set of organizations, then r2

IOs would approach 1.
We now describe our preliminary partisan results. Results of this analysis (using plausible upper bounds) are

presented in Figure 2.39 First, we find that left- and right-leaning news outlets reference international affairs issues
at roughly the same rate. Across topics, however, we observe significant differences in reference rates. The left-
leaning media are much more likely to refer to communicable diseases, global environmental issues, and overseas
natural disasters than the right-leaning media.40 In contrast, the right-leaning media are much more likely to reference
topics related to international economics and finance. Because measures are standardized, such differences do not
reflect overall greater reporting by either sets of outlets (regardless of topic). Results are generally consistent when
we consider the set of newspapers, which we derive from Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010). However, the magnitudes
of reporting differences are attenuated. (See Figure 3 and Appendix Figure 10 for the full set of results.) Results
using the alternative AllSides measure of partisanship to distinguish outlets are consistent and reported in Appendix
Sub-Section E.

Despite different reporting tendencies across international affairs topics, how closely do reporting patterns
within a given topic track with one another? To interpret these results, we first discuss the results of our analysis
using Congressional tweets. When we compare reporting by left- and right-leaning outlets based on how frequently
their articles reference politically salient phrases, we estimate an R2 value of approximately 0.8 (0.77 (AdFontes), 0.81

38We note that media reports are one of the organization’s sources of information. Given that we are comparing the organization’s information
against media reports, this could result in a mechanical correlation between reporting on death sentences and the estimated number of death
sentences. We are generally unconcerned about this possibility for two reasons. First, media reports are being used in conjunction with a variety of
alternative sources. Second, should such a mechanical correlation exist, it would bias our results away from a finding that the media reporting tends
not to reflect underlying base rates. As we will report later, we do not find this to be the case.

39Results using plausible lower bounds are consistent with these results and presented in Appendix Sub-Section D.

40We also observe significant differences in reporting on human rights issues; although, this difference is much more modest in lower bound
search.
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(AllSides) 0.83 (Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010))). How does r2 compare? Results are mixed. Within-topic references
on some issues are well above these measures (e.g. Ebola). Others – particularly those references made across natural
disasters – show significant partisan differences. (See Figure 4 for the full set of results.)

U.S. newspapers generally show much greater alignment in their reporting tendencies, again suggesting that
they are less likely to exhibit partisan differences in their reporting on international affairs. (To further illustrate
differences in reporting both across and within topics, we plot standardized reporting rates on international eco-
nomics/finance topics (Figure 6) and natural disasters (Figure 7).)

When we distinguish between outlets based on the intensity of their partisanship, comparing outlets that are
and identified as skewing moderately to the left or right and, separately, outlets identified as leaning heavily to the left
or right, results change significantly. When comparing those outlets skewing furthest to the left and right (depicted by
the green and yellow points in the plots), perhaps not surprisingly, results tend to be amplified. Estimates of γ tend to
increase significantly and r2 shift significantly toward 0.
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Figure 2: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results indicate that while left-leaning media
outlets are similarly likely to reference foreign affairs topics, the intensity of references to certain topics varies significantly across topics. Left-leaning media
are far more likely to include references to overseas natural disasters and to communicable diseases. The right-leaning media are more likely to reference
topics associated international business and economics. Differences in rates of reporting by the left- and right-leaning media are much more significant
when only those outlets that skew the furthest left and right (green and yellow) are compared, with significant evidence of polarization. Partisan divisions
determined using Ad Fontes Media (2020b). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the
appendix.
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Figure 3: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results based on U.S. newspapers are generally
consistent with those reported above based on top online digital native and newspaper sites. However, most results are attenuated, suggesting that newspapers
are generally less likely to display partisan bias in their reporting of foreign affairs than digital native sites. Partisan divisions are determined using Gentzkow
and Shapiro (2010). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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Figure 4: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that references to many international relations topics are as divergent (or more so) as references to
partisan language (as determined by assessing media references to partisan words and expressions derived from Congressional tweets) – denoted by the
dashed blue line. Any and all points at or to the left of this line are estimated to referenced at rates similar to or greater to politicized expressions like “global
warming”. Within-topic reporting rates by the left- and right-leaning media are much more significant when only those outlets that skew the furthest left and
right (green and yellow) are compared. Partisan divisions determined using Ad Fontes Media (2020b). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a).
Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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Figure 5: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that left- and right-leaning newspapers are generally display similar within-topic reporting tendencies,
suggesting that partisan divisions are much more likely to emerge amongst digital native news sites. Partisan divisions are determined using Gentzkow and
Shapiro (2010). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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Figure 6: This figure plots yearly references—both in titles (left) and in articles (right)—made by left- and right-
leaning media outlets to various topics related to the international economy. The results show consistently greater
(standardized) reference rates by the right-leaning media.
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Figure 7: This figure plots yearly references—both in titles (left) and in articles (right)—made by left- and right-
leaning media outlets to several natural disaster types across countries. The results show consistently greater (stan-
dardized) reference rates by the left-leaning media.
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Interreality Bias

Overall, aggregate human costs appear to have little influence on how frequently such issues are reported on
by the mainstream media. To be clear, the number of articles referencing a given topic generally increases with the
associated human cost. (See Figure 8, which plots estimated new displacements, deaths, and death sentences against
media references using log scales.)

At issue is the extremely limited number of references made by the media.41 For instance, a one standard
deviation increase in the number of persons forcibly displaced (≈132,486) is associated with approximately 121
additional responsive news articles (or ≈0.0009 articles per refugee/asylum-seeker). Across 94 news outlets, that
amounts to an average increase of just over one article per outlet per year. Given how prominently Syria has featured
in the news and how substantial its outflows have been, we also replicate our results excluding Syria: the same one
standard deviation increase in displacement (now ≈66,152) is associated with roughly 20 additional news articles
(≈0.0003 articles per refugee/asylum-seeker) (or about one fifth of an article per outlet) per year.42

When we instead regress reporting against refugee stocks (reincluding Syria) (the total population of displaced
individuals from a given country rather than new displacements from that country – e.g. the total population of Afghan
refugees/asylum-seekers in a given year, the large majority of whom are living in protracted displacement), the results
are mostly unchanged: a one standard deviation increase in a refugee stock (≈593,501 individuals) is associated with
≈125 additional articles per year (≈0.0002 articles per refugee/asylum-seeker or about 1.33 articles per outlet per year
on average). This result is even more striking considered against the fact that the vast majority (77%) of the world’s
refugees are living in protracted displacement.43

The results are similarly pronounced when considering costs associated with communicable diseases and, sep-
arately, natural disasters. In levels, a one standard deviation increase in disease-related deaths (≈20,787 fatalities) is
associated with fewer than six (5.718695) additional responsive news articles, an average increase of less than one tenth
of an article per outlet per year.44 For natural disasters, a one standard deviation increase in deaths and, separately,
persons harmed (approximately,≈7,079 fatalities and 10,790,170 individuals affected, respectively) is associated with
about 110 and 54 additional responsive news articles, respectively (average increases of 1.2 and, separately, 0.6 articles
per outlet per year). Finally, a one standard deviation increase in death sentences (≈89 individuals) is associated with
approximately 60 additional responsive news articles or roughly 0.64 articles per outlet per year.

As Figure 8 shows, there is substantial variation across cases: in many cases, references given by the media
are roughly comparable across cases with drastically different levels of human cost. This result can be seen in the R2

41Regression results can be found in Appendix Tables 5 and 6.

42Although Syria has been a major source of displacement over the past decade, that country is by no means alone. During this period, millions
of individuals have also been driven from their homes and across international borders in South Sudan, Myanmar, Ukraine, Afghanistan, Venezuela,
Somalia, Pakistan, Iraq, Burundi, and Côte d’Ivoire, to name just those countries with top ten highest country-year outflows (from highest to lowest
and all of which are in the hundreds of thousands to millions) excluding Syria.

43Defined formally as cases in which “25,000 or more refugees from the same nationality have been in exile for at least five consecutive years”)
(UNHCR, 2019, p. 24).

44We also explore whether the results vary across diseases. To do so, we generate and report disease-specific regression results in Appendix
Table 6. (Positive country-year observations of natural disaster costs are far rarer than of disease costs, and we lack the data to carry out individual
disaster-specific regressions.) Results are largely consistent. Fatalities account for very little variation in reporting. However, we do observe
somewhat meaningful differences across diseases. In particular, in all but one of eight cases, reporting on HIV/AIDS is more likely to increase with
fatalities than is reporting on all other diseases. Again, however, overall levels of increased reporting are so trivial that comparisons of coefficients
are somewhat meaningless.
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values reported in Appendix Table 5.45 Consider, for instance, the small number of references to tuberculosis and,
separately, malaria in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, both of which are independently responsible for more
than 100,000 deaths over the past decade, relative to other countries’ disease references. Similarly, see the case of
South Sudan whose millions of refugees have received references comparable to many smaller refugee/asylum-seeker
populations.

To further contextualize our results, we compare media reporting on refugee flows, communicable diseases,
natural disasters, and death sentences to reporting on a single celebrity each year (e.g. Miley Cyrus, Kanye West).46

The contrast is striking. In only the most extreme cases (e.g. Syria’s refugee crisis) does the number of articles refer-
ences meet or exceed the celebrity reference point (and even then just modestly).47 This reference point is displayed
in Figure 4 as the dotted blue line with the associated value of 74.53 (average articles per outlet per year).

We note again that our inclusive searches approach means that we are likely calculating the upper bound of
reporting on these issue areas.48 In some cases, responsive articles may simply mention the issue areas tangentially,
with the effect that while the issue was technically covered, it was not a central focus of the article. In other cases,
false positives will mean that the reporting levels we have estimated are inflated. Thus, we would expect the sparse
changes we estimate following major increases in human costs to decrease further if only articles directly addressing
the subject were considered.

45Note as well that these values are larger than they would have been had we run individual year-level regressions given the inclusion of fixed
effects.

46More specifically, we use Google Trends (2021) to identify the set of individuals Googled the most often within the United States each year
between 2011 and 2020. We then search the same set of news outlets as used in the interreality analysis for yearly references to each individual who
appears on one or more Google trends list. For each year, we select the number of references corresponding to the individual who received the most
that year. We remove from the search any/all individuals who i) were politicians, ii) passed away that year or iii) were featured in the news given
their association with some broader political/social issue, where references to the individual may have less to do with the specific persons and more
with broader social dialogue. The resulting list consists of actresses/actors, musicians, and pro sports athletes.

47Note that, for presentation purposes, while this celebrity line reflects yearly (single celebrity) article references, references for refugee flows,
disease and natural disaster deaths, and death sentences are aggregated over all years of their respective study periods. Although the number of
years varies across cases, most span most years of a decade. Thus, the difference in celebrity reporting is significantly more dramatic than the visual
comparison suggests.

48This is particularly true in the cases of natural disasters, communicable diseases, and death sentences, where our flexible article searches are
highly inclusive. Identifying references for refugees and asylum seekers is more difficult, and we refer readers to the appendix where we describe
our search approach in detail and identify its limitations.
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Figure 8: This figure plots the number of articles referencing i) refugee and asylum seeker populations (by country of
origin); ii) communicable diseases by country; iii) natural disasters (by country); and iv) death sentences (by country)
against i) the actual displacement levels of such populations; the number of individuals killed per country ii) by these
diseases and iii) and by these natural disasters; and iv) the number of individuals sentenced to death in each country.
The unit of analysis is the country-year for all years between 2010 and 2020, except for communicable disease deaths
for which temporal coverage varies across diseases given available data on disease fatality estimates. For purposes
of substantive comparison, the dotted horizontal blue line provides the mean total number of article references to a
single major celebrity across the study period per major news outlet. Data on responsive article counts come from
the authors’ calculations using Media Cloud; data on refugee and asylum seeker outflows come from Fearon and
Shaver (2020), who obtained their data directly from the UNHCR. Data on disease fatalities come from World Health
Organization (2021); Global Burden of Disease Collaborative Network (2018). Data on the costs of disasters comes
from EM-DAT Public (2020). Data on death sentences comes from Amnesty International (2020).

How stable are our estimates of ζ̂ ? We replicate our analysis controlling for a range of potential omitted
variables that might skew the relationship between reporting and human costs. We control for a broad range of country
i and dyadic (U.S.-country i) specific variables.49

49Unless otherwise noted, all variables vary by year. The former consist of each country’s population (Barbieri, 2002), gross domestic product
(Mayer and Zignago, 2011); the percentage of the population residing in urban areas (The World Bank, 2019); the number internet users (as
percentage of the population) (International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 2019a); the number of people with mobile cellular subscriptions
(per 100 individuals) (International Telecommunication Union (ITU), 2019b); variables intended to capture security conditions in the country
(specifically, coups (Peyton et al., 2021) (in the form of three indicator variables representing one of three outcomes: attempted; conspired; and
successful) and conflict incidents (Sundberg and Melander, 2013);50 regime type (Marshall, 2018); participation in international sporting events
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These results are reported in Appendix Table 7. The magnitude of the relationships reported previously are
largely unchanged. While some coefficients vary, whether this effect is driven by the controls themselves or from the
loss of particular country-year observations that results from including such a broad set of controls is unclear. Again,
however, these relative changes correspond to very minimal changes in practical levels of reporting by the media.

Discussion

The results of our analysis indicate that there are significant differences in the types of international affairs

reported by the U.S. news media, broadly conceived. Outlets identified by partisan leaning vary in the attention they

pay to particular topics. Unsurprisingly, results are intensified greatly when only the most extreme left- and right-

leaning outlets are considered. We further show that estimated human costs of the issues we focus on account for only

a small fraction of variability in reporting.

Reporting By Wire Services

As discussed previously, much foreign affairs news reported by U.S. media outlets is written or derived from

reporting by wire services. This raises questions about the extent to which the partisan results we have presented

are influenced by wire services reporting. To explore this possibility further, we generate article counts excluding, to

the degree possible, reporting by wire services. Results are largely unchanged. For technical details and results, see

Appendix Sub-Section H.

Reporting By Specialized and Most Consulted Foreign Affairs Outlets

We have shown that actual levels of human harm explain very little of the reporting on those topics related to

the harm itself. Does this finding persist if we specifically consider reporting by specialized foreign affairs outlets (e.g.

Foreign Affairs, War on the Rocks) and the major sources of news consulted by foreign affairs professionals? In other

words, do the result vary if we restrict our sample to the set of outlets foreign affairs professionals are most likely to

consult? As an extension to this project, we replicate results using the following outlets: Economist, Foreign Affairs,

(e.g. finalists in the World Cup (Becklas, 2018) and, separately, hosting the winter, special summer, or summer Olympics); international engagement
(e.g. the number of forces deployed on peacekeeping missions (United Nations Peacekeeping, 2020); rotating-membership on the United Nations
Security Council (Dreher et al., 2009)); journalist safety (journalists killed and, separately, the number of journalists jailed (Vásquez and McMahon,
2020; Committee to Protect Journalists, 2020)); civil society repression and activity in a country (Vásquez and McMahon, 2020; Pemstein and
von Römer, 2020); and homicides. The dyadic variables include: The distance between capital cities (i.e. from Washington D.C. to all other
countries’ capitals) (Mayer and Zignago, 2011); whether the country-pair has share a common official language (Mayer and Zignago, 2011); U.S.
military deployments to country i (Salazar and Sofia, 2020); trade flows (World Trade Organization, 2009); regional trade agreement (World Trade
Organization, 2009); the number of non-U.S. resident visitor arrivals to the United States (International Trade Administration, 2020); and the
number of outbound traveler for U.S. resident travel to overseas countries (National Travel and Tourism Office, 2019).
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Foreign Policy, Lawfare, New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, War on the Rocks, and Washington Post.51

The results of this exercise, which can be found in Appendix Figure 18, indicate that they do not. Revised results using

reports from the restricted set of outlets reflect the patterns we report above.

How vs. How Much

As indicated earlier, media outlets might vary not only in how frequently they reference particular topics but in

how they write about such topics. Although outside the scope of this paper, we do offer evidence of such presentation

bias (Groeling, 2013), which may occur independently of or in tandem with the frequency biases we measure in this

article. Specifically, as an exploratory exercise, we separately identify all articles written by our identified left- and

right-leaning outlets over the study period with titles that reference 1) Benghazi; 2) Iran; 3) refugees or asylum seekers;

and, separately, 4) Russia or Vladimir Putin. We then extract the set of words (and their individual frequencies) mostly

commonly included in each set of (partisan collection-year) articles for each topic. (For comparison, we do this as

well for all articles (written about any topic) for each partisan collection-year.) Next, using the SenticNet lexica

(Erik Cambria), which assigns sentiment scores (∈ [-1, 1]) to 23,626 words (including their respective stems), we

obtain the stems of the most commonly used words and match those to their respective sentiment scores.52 Finally,

we calculate the weighted average sentiment score (the average across each stem weighted by the frequency of each

stem) for reporting on each subject (and, as a comparison, overall reporting) by partisan collection-year. The results,

presented in Appendix Figure 21, show that while sentiment scores for each outlet set calculated based on overall

reporting show no clear difference, right-leaning media scores associated with articles on Benghazi, Iran, and refugees

and asylum seekers are consistently lower than those associated with the left. Results relating to Russia/Putin are

ambiguous.

Correlates of International Affairs Reporting

Our interreality analysis raises basic questions about the set of factors that account for meaningful differences

in reporting levels across international affairs topics. Most directly, why do some countries feature more prominently

in news reporting than others? Answering this question rigorously is beyond the scope of this project. However,

51Foreign Affairs and Foreign Policy are chosen because of their specific international affairs focus and prominence. War on the Rocks and
Lawfare appear on the list given Avey et al. (forthcoming)’s finding that roughly a quarter of surveyed (current or former) policymakers visited
these sites. The Economist, New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal and Washington Post were listed as the top four most influential
(non-television) news outlets among either professionals working on defense and national security issues or, separately, on trade/global economic
issues (Erdos & Morgan, 2015).

52In some cases, words like country names have no sentiment score in the lexica. In such cases, these mostly commonly used words are excluded
from subsequent analysis.
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to motivate future research, we carry out one final analysis, generating a set of “correlates of reporting” – that is,

showing which variables do (and do not) closely correlate with how frequently a country is referenced by the news

media. For this analysis, following Zuckerman (2003)’s early related work, we explore how a wide variety of variables

correlate with country-level reporting. Specifically, we regress both yearly article and title-only references to individual

countries against the set of country i-specific and dyadic variables described above. Given that references are in counts,

we carry out this analysis using both OLS and quasi-poisson regression. These results are reported in Appendix Sub-

Section J.

Some correlates accord with expectation; others do not. We briefly present several key findings here while cau-

tioning against causal interpretations. Authoritarian governments are much more likely to receive news media attention

than other types. Unsurprisingly, political violence (or the threat thereof) also appears to attract coverage: countries

in which the U.S. military is engaged in combat operations; experiencing forcible political transitions (measured by

the occurrence of a successful coup);53 and with more recorded incidents of wartime violence receive considerably

greater attention.54

Somewhat surprisingly, variables that might relate to restrictions on journalists’ operational abilities are not

consistently related to decreased reporting. For instance, factors that might allow for greater flows information about

newsworthy events or simply minimize operating costs (e.g. internet and cellular telephone availability) do not corre-

late positively with reporting levels. Similarly, reporting on countries actually increases with measures of direct threats

to journalist: the numbers of journalists killed and, separately, jailed.55 (Though, countries with overall greater homi-

cide rates – potentially a measure safety/ease of operation – do receive less attention than others.) Countries that are

further away from the United States and which do not share English as an official language (both of which presumably

increase operational costs to American media) are also not less likely to receive coverage. We do note that countries

with larger urban populations are much more likely to be covered, which may relate to ease of journalist operations

but also possibly to some other country characteristic related to editorial interest. In other cases, we either observe no

relationship or results are ambiguous. For instance, we observe no relationship between international sporting events

(e.g. a country participating as a finalist in the World Cup) and reporting levels. Nor do variables related to countries’

global engagement – measured in terms of their serving as rotating members of the United Nations Security Council

53Though, country-years with attempted but failed coups receive less reporting.

54Though, as noted previously, data on conflict incidents are typically derived from press reports. So, whether the news media reports more on
countries experiencing conflict or whether countries that they report on (for some other reason) are more likely to have conflict events reported is
an open question.

55Though, of course, selection issues might drive such a result. Such result might also reflect a strategic choice by news outlets to intensify
reporting on regimes, opposition groups, etc. that threaten their operations.
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or sending larger numbers of peacekeeping forces abroad – appear to correlate with how frequently they appear in the

news.

Conclusion

Much recent academic work has importantly focused on explicit disinformation dynamics (Benkler et al., 2018;

Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017; Martin et al., 2019). Yet, our research raises fundamental questions about the nature of

news media reporting on international affairs independent of efforts – covert or otherwise – to corrupt consumers’

news feeds. Our research indicates that, in aggregate, left- and right-leaning news outlets devote different levels of

attention to different international affairs topics.

At least as important, however, as partisan differences is the general lack of reporting on issues that account

for tremendous human suffering. On its Policies and Standards page, the Washington Post Staff (2016) writes that

“[n]o story is fair if it omits facts of major importance or significance. Fairness includes completeness.” Our research

suggests that the mainstream news media outlets upon whom both the U.S. public and its foreign policymakers depend

for knowledge of international affairs do much more than omit facts of major importance or significance within given

articles – they systematically omit from their reporting details related to the deaths and suffering of large segments

of the global population. Major changes in the numbers of individuals forcibly displaced from their countries, killed

in natural disasters or by communicable diseases, or sentenced to death by their governments are associated with

incredibly modest changes in the numbers of articles written about these topics.

There can, of course, exist well founded reasons for limiting the coverage a given topic receives. For instance,

as Slovic (2010) describes, “a form of psychophysical numbing may result from our inability to appreciate losses of

life as they become larger...” Increased reporting beyond some threshold may not translate into appreciable changes in

levels of knowledge (or the willingness to consider policy changes reflecting updated knowledge). Yet, our research

suggests that reporting is well below any such threshold. Consider the plight of the hundreds of thousands of Eritrean

refugees and asylum seekers who fled persecution over our study period. From the New York Times – which we

focus on given outlet’s role as the “top” news site according to relevant professionals surveyed about their media

consumption (Erdos & Morgan, 2015) – we were unable to identify a single article during that period whose title

explicitly referred to “Eritrean refugees” or “Eritrean asylum seekers”.56 Again, we refer readers to the celebrity line

56This is not to say that the outlet did not report at all on Eritrean refugees or asylum seekers – indeed, it did (e.g. Cumming-Bruce (2015)) –
but to highlight how minimal such reporting has been. Or consider, more generally, that Media Cloud’s database tracks a total of 20 articles written
by the NYT that explicitly mention “Eritrea” in their titles over our eleven-year study period compared to ≈2,200 that include “Israel” or ≈3,450
including “Iran” over this same period.
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for comparisons of reporting on individual celebrities relative to the many millions who have fled their countries in

search of safety or who have succumbed to natural disasters and communicable diseases.

We refrain from making normative judgments about how the news “should” be reported, which might range

from stories being reported in proportion to their market demand to their importance to the human condition.57 Instead,

given how extensively both the American public and its policymakers rely on news media reporting, our focus is on 1)

raising awareness of how little the volume of published articles tracks with the volume of citizens affected worldwide

and 2) quantifying those disparities given their potential to help explain public misperceptions (or lack of general

awareness) of the costs/extent of particular crises with potential implications for attention paid to these issues by

policymakers.

Relatedly, our results raise questions about the endogenous relationship between consumer preferences and

the news media’s supply of content. How much discretion do outlets have to alter the topics they report on without

sacrificing revenue? And to what extent can news outlets effect changes in consumer demand through the set of topics

they elect to report on? Finally, our findings urge caution as academics, governments and their contractors/grantees,

and others construct and draw inferences from datasets comprised largely or entirely of press reports. Understanding

how the likelihood of a given event being reported changes across its type, location and time will be essential to

determining whether report-based event data in aggregate reflect actual social phenomena or simply the tendencies of

those who report on them.

57We thank the anonymous ESOC referee for their helpful phrasing of this issue, which we adapt.
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Appendix

For Online Publication

A List of Media Outlets

Table 3: List of Media Outlets

N. Outlet Top Outlets AllSides Subset Ad Fontes Subset G & S 2010 58 Subset

1 New York Times X X X X
2 Washington Post X X X X
3 The Christian Science Monitor X
4 USA TODAY X X X X
5 Los Angeles Times X X X X
6 New York Post X X X X
7 Daily News X X X X
8 Chicago Tribune X X X X
9 Houston Chronicle X X X
10 Dallas Morning News X X X X
11 Newsday X X
12 SF Gate X X X
13 The Boston Globe X X X X
14 The Atlanta Journal Constitution X
15 The Philadelphia Inquirer X
16 Star Tribune X
17 Star Tribune (Newspaper of the Twin Cities) X
18 Detroit Free Press X
19 Tampa Bay Times X
20 The Oregonian X
21 San Diego Union Tribune X
22 The San Diego Union-Tribune X
23 The Orange County Register X X
24 The Sacramento Bee X X
25 St. Louis Post-Dispatch X
26 St. Louis Post-Dispatch X
27 The Miami Herald X
28 The Indianapolis Star X
29 The Kansas City Star X X
30 The Denver Post X
31 The Denver Post X
32 San Antonio Express-News X X
33 Baltimore Sun X
34 San Jose Mercury News X
35 Milwaukee Journal Sentinel X X
36 The Tampa Tribune X
37 Orlando Sentinel X X
38 Sun-Sentinel X X
39 Seattle Times X X
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Table 3: List of Media Outlets

N. Outlet Top Outlets AllSides Subset Ad Fontes Subset G & S 2010 58 Subset

40 The Columbus Dispatch X X
41 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette X X
42 The Cincinnati Enquirer X
43 Boston Herald X
44 St.Paul Pioneer-Press X
45 Omaha World-Herald X X
46 Arkansas Democrat-Gazette X
47 The Buffalo News X X
48 The News & Observer X
49 The Hartford Courant X X
50 The Palm Beach Post X
51 The Tennessean X
52 Austin American-Statesman X
53 The Press-Enterprise X
54 The Fresno Bee X
55 The Florida Times-Union X
56 The Providence Journal X
57 The Commercial Appeal X
58 The Des Moines Register X
59 Daily News (Los Angeles) X
60 Asbury Park Press X
61 The Honolulu Advertiser X
62 The Salt Lake Tribune X
63 The Blade X
64 The Journal News (NY) X
65 Akron Beacon Journal X
66 Dayton Daily News X
67 The News Tribune (WA) X
68 Sarasota Herald-Tribune X
69 Arizona Daily Star X
70 The Post-Standard X X
71 Lexington Herald-Leader X
72 The Morning Call X
73 Albuquerque Journal X
74 Daytona Beach News-Journal X
75 The Washington Times X
76 Daily Herald X
77 Fox News X X X
78 CNN X X X
79 NPR X X X
80 US News & World Report X X X
81 New Yorker X X X
82 Forbes X X X
83 Atlantic X X X
84 drudgereport X X
85 MSNBC X X X
86 Wall Street Journal X X X X
87 Denton Record-Chronicle X
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88 Waxahachie Daily Light X
89 Palm Beach Daily News X
90 Daily Journal of Commerce X
91 The Asheville Citizen-Times X
92 Record-Journal X
93 The Bellingham Herald X
94 Marshfield News-Herald X
95 The Wausau Daily Herald X
96 Cleveland.com X
97 Fort Worth Star-Telegram X
98 Daily Beast X X X
99 Daily Mail X X X
100 The Telegraph (UK) X X
101 CBS News X X X
102 Chicago Sun-Times X
103 Salon X X X
104 CNET X X
105 Time X X X
106 Engadget X
107 Slate X X X
108 TechCrunch X X X
109 Reuters X X X
110 Mashable! X X
111 Gawker X
112 BuzzFeed News X X X
113 The Times-Picayune X
114 The Gazette (IA) X
115 Politico X X X
116 Business Insider X X X
117 Daily Caller X X X
118 finance.yahoo.com X
119 The Patriot-News X
120 The Topeka Capital-Journal X
121 Breitbart X X X
122 The Post and Courier X
123 Odessa American X
124 The Chronicle (WA) X
125 nj.com X X
126 freep.com X
127 The Deseret News X
128 Bangor Daily News X
129 Wichita Falls Times Record News X
130 Courier-Post X
131 Journal Star X
132 The Roanoke Times X
133 suntimes.com X
134 Blaze X X X
135 The Augusta Chronicle X
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136 The Sun (MA) X
137 The News-Times (CT) X
138 The Herald (SC) X
139 Tulsa World X
140 Valley News X
141 al.com X X
142 Staten Island Advance X
143 The Charlotte Observer X
144 The Knoxville News-Sentinel X
145 Bleacher Report X
146 El Paso Times X
147 Tallahassee Democrat X
148 The Post-Crescent X
149 Florida Today X
150 Anchorage Daily News X
151 AZCentral X
152 Standard-Examiner X
153 Newsmax X X X
154 Anderson Independent-Mail X
155 The Stamford Advocate X
156 Green Bay Press-Gazette X
157 NBC News X X X
158 Evansville Courier & Press X
159 The Sun News (SC) X
160 The Detroit News X
161 Oshkosh Northwestern X
162 The Daily Sentinel (CO) X
163 Vice X X X
164 Bradenton Herald X
165 Times Leader (PA) X
166 The News-Press (FL) X
167 Rutland Herald X
168 Upworthy X X
169 cincinnati.com X
170 Ocala Star-Banner X
171 The Herald (WA) X
172 The Spokesman-Review X
173 Las Vegas Review-Journal X
174 Belleville News-Democrat X
175 Coshocton Tribune X
176 Columbia Daily Tribune X
177 The Modesto Bee X
178 South Bend Tribune X
179 Huffington Post X X X
180 The Bakersfield Californian X
181 The Davis Enterprise X
182 Times-Standard X
183 Union-News X
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184 The Hanford Sentinel X
185 Lodi News-Sentinel X
186 Press-Telegram X
187 Madera Tribune X
188 Merced Sun-Star X
189 The Monterey County Herald X
190 Marin Independent Journal X
191 Pasadena Star-News X
192 Mountain Democrat X
193 Red Bluff Daily News X
194 Record Searchlight X
195 Redlands Daily Facts X
196 San Bernardino County Sun X
197 The Tribune (CA) X
198 Santa Maria Times X
199 Daily Breeze X
200 Visalia Times-Delta X
201 Ukiah Daily Journal X
202 Ventura County Star X
203 San Gabriel Valley Tribune X
204 The Whittier Daily News X
205 The Daily Democrat (CA) X
206 Star-Gazette X
207 Observer-Dispatch X
208 Poughkeepsie Journal X
209 Press & Sun-Bulletin X
210 Press-Republican X
211 The Press Democrat X
212 Montgomery Advertiser X
213 The Anniston Star X
214 The Daily Home X
215 The Californian X
216 La Crosse Tribune X
217 Telegram & Gazette X
218 The Bismarck Tribune X
219 Fairbanks Daily News-Miner X
220 The Register-Guard X
221 Concord Monitor X
222 Argus Leader X
223 The Journal Gazette X
224 Reno Gazette-Journal X
225 Naples Daily News X
226 The Free Lance-Star X
227 Sentinel & Enterprise X
228 Billings Gazette X
229 Missoulian X
230 San Angelo Standard-Times X
231 The Victoria Advocate X
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232 Statesman Journal X
233 The Spectrum X
234 Erie Times-News X
235 The Idaho Statesman X
236 New Haven Register X
237 Winston-Salem Journal X
238 The Telegraph (NH) X
239 Aberdeen American News X
240 Times Herald (MI) X
241 Connecticut Post X
242 Lubbock Avalanche-Journal X
243 Yahoo News X X
244 HonululuAdvertiser X
245 themirror X
246 Bloomberg X X X
247 Independent X X X
248 The Clarion-Ledger X
249 The Times Argus (VT) X
250 Journal and Courier X
251 El Nuevo Dia X
252 mlive.com X
253 Southern Illinoisan X
254 Greenwich Time X
255 The Advertiser (Lafayette) X
256 The Wichita Eagle X
257 elitedaily.com X
258 The Day X
259 The Capital X
260 Battle Creek Enquirer X
261 The Lima News X
262 The Fayetteville Observer X
263 St. Cloud Times X
264 The State Journal-Register X
265 The Hattiesburg American X
266 Yakima Herald-Republic X
267 The Macon Telegraph X
268 Juneau Empire X
269 The Sun Herald (MS) X
270 Amarillo Daily News X
271 Norwich Bulletin X
272 Herald Times Reporter X
273 Telegraph-Forum X
274 media.oregonlive.com X
275 blogs.philly.com X
276 The Daily Review X
277 York Daily Record X
278 Journal Inquirer X
279 Lebanon Daily News X
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280 The Albuquerque Tribune X
281 Las Cruces Sun-News X
282 The Gazette (CO) X
283 Bennington Banner X
284 The Baxter Bulletin X
285 The Virginian-Pilot X X
286 The Lansing State Journal X
287 Rockford Register Star X
288 Observer-Reporter X
289 The Daily Times (MD) X
290 Springfield News-Sun X
291 Savannah Morning News X
292 Muskogee Daily Phoenix & Times-Democrat X
293 The Santa Fe New Mexican X
294 Brattleboro Reformer X
295 Chillicothe Gazette X
296 The Columbian X
297 Chronicle-Tribune X
298 The Olympian X
299 The Times (Shreveport - LA) X
300 Pensacola News Journal X
301 The Greenwood Commonwealth X
302 Rocky Mount Telegram X
303 The Daily News Leader X
304 Palladium-Item X
305 The Daily Advance X
306 Post-Tribune X
307 The Huron Daily Tribune X
308 The Capital Times X
309 The Ithaca Journal X
310 Columbus Ledger-Enquirer X
311 Middletown Journal X
312 The News-Gazette (IL) X
313 Springfield News-Leader X
314 blogs.indystar.com X
315 Midland Daily News X
316 The Patriot Ledger X
317 Duluth News Tribune X
318 The Jackson Sun X
319 Great Falls Tribune X
320 The Daily Journal (NJ) X
321 Lancaster Eagle-Gazette X
322 The Pantagraph X
323 The News-Star (LA) X
324 The Courier-Journal X
325 The Salina Journal X
326 The Star Press X
327 The York Dispatch X
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328 The Herald-Dispatch X
329 The Eagle X
330 Herald & Review X
331 Corpus Christi Caller-Times X
332 The News-Sentinel (IN) X
333 Abilene Reporter-News X
334 The Hawk Eye X
335 Northwest Florida Daily News X
336 The Sheboygan Press X
337 The Advocate (Newark) X
338 The Lufkin Daily News X
339 Alamogordo Daily News X
340 The Greenville News X
341 Longview News-Journal X
342 The Daily Reflector X
343 Vox X X X
344 Midland Reporter-Telegram X
345 Waco Tribune-Herald X
346 Courier News X
347 The Desert Sun X
348 Mic X X
349 Coeur d’Alene Press X
350 Grand Forks Herald X
351 The Times-News (ID) X
352 Alexandria Daily Town Talk X
353 The Times Journal (AL) X
354 Beaumont Enterprise X
355 Public Opinion X
356 The Hutchinson News X
357 Plainview Daily Herald X
358 The News-Messenger (OH) X
359 Standard-Speaker X
360 The Daily Times (TN) X
361 St. Joseph News-Press X
362 Times Recorder (OH) X
363 The Brazosport Facts X
364 The Berkshire Eagle X
365 The Daily News (Batavia - NY) X
366 Herald-Journal X
367 The Leaf-Chronicle X
368 The Hays Daily News X
369 Daily News (KY) X
370 The Daily Sentinel (TX) X
371 Intelligencer Journal X
372 Watertown Daily Times X
373 The Oak Ridger X
374 The Cincinnati Post X
375 Wyoming Tribune-Eagle X
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376 The Daily Gazette X
377 The Daily World X
378 Lewiston Morning Tribune X
379 Southwest Daily Times X
380 The Manhattan Mercury X
381 Daily News-Record X
382 The News Herald (FL) X
383 The Galveston County Daily News X
384 The Daily Ardmoreite X
385 Morning Star X
386 Mattoon Journal-Gazette X
387 New Castle News X
388 Marshall News Messenger X
389 Stevens Point Journal X
390 North Adams Transcript X
391 Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer X
392 Cape Cod Times X
393 St. Petersburg Times X
394 Bucks County Courier Times X
395 Richmond Times-Dispatch X
396 The Marion Star X
397 Burlington County Times X
398 Delta Democrat Times X
399 The Baytown Sun X
400 The Emporia Gazette X
401 Journal-Advocate X
402 The Daily Oklahoman X
403 News & Record X
404 The Review Times X
405 The Courier (OH) X
406 Telegraph Herald X
407 Edwardsville Intelligencer X
408 Fort Morgan Times X
409 Waukesha County Freeman X
410 Investor’s Business Daily X
411 Portland Press Herald X
412 The Arizona Republic X
413 The Burlington Free Press X
414 The Advocate (Louisiana) X
415 The State (SC) X
416 Parsons Sun X
417 Vincennes Sun-Commercial X
418 York News-Times X
419 The Evening Sun X
420 The Ottawa Herald X
421 Guardian US X X X
422 Iowa City Press-Citizen X
423 The Courier (IL) X
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424 Sun Herald X
425 San Mateo County Times X
426 The Beacon News X
427 Morning Sentinel X
428 The Chanute Tribune X
429 The Bay City Times X
430 The Grand Rapids Press X
431 Jackson Citizen Patriot X
432 Kalamazoo Gazette X
433 The Muskegon Chronicle X
434 The Saginaw News X
435 The Jersey Journal X
436 The Plain Dealer X
437 The Newport Daily News X
438 Kerrville Daily Times X
439 Wisconsin State Journal X
440 The Daily Sentinel (AL) X
441 The Chronicle (CT) X
442 Huntington Herald-Press X
443 The Taylorville Breeze-Courier X
444 The Herald News X

58Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010)
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B Search Criteria and Data Sources
In this section, we describe in greater detail how we identify media references to each topic described in the paper;
how we establish pluasible upper and lower bounds; and the sources of underlying datasets. To carry out this analysis,
we interface with Media Cloud’s open-source application programming interface (API). Media Cloud has extracted
and stored the RSS feeds of tens of millions of news outlets. Through its API, Media Cloud allows users to search its
entire corpus of saved news media article texts for those containing particular words, phrases, or combinations thereof
(Media Cloud, 2011b). Media Cloud allows users to develop tailored search queries by supporting a variety of search
functions (including, but not limited to Boolean connectors, which can be used to focus searches in a wide variety of
ways including, for instance, articles that contain any or all elements from a set of words or terms).59

Using a combination of R and python code to engage with the Media Cloud API, we carry out, and process the results
of, thousands of searches for responsive articles – i.e. the set of articles that satisfy a given search query, ultimately
storing the counts of the responsive articles (per outlet or collection of outlets per year). For each topic, we carry out
two searches. The first search is intentionally broad and maximizes recall (the likelihood of recovering all relevant
articles covering a given issue). Specifically, we conduct searches over the entire text of articles for key words and
expressions. For instance, consider the case of identifying articles that refer to landslides in Afghanistan. This first
search involves identifying articles that contain references to “Afghanistan” and, separately, any of a set of various
terms associated with landslides (e.g. “landslide”, “landslides” “mudslide”, “mudslides”, “avalanche”, “avalanches”).
This approach, however, is also likely to generate false positives (e.g. an article about landslides in another country,
which mentions Afghanistan in a separate context), decreasing the precision of the set of articles we identify. Thus,
this search serves as our plausible upper bound.

The second search is intentionally limited and maximizes precision (the likelihood of true positives among all respon-
sive articles for a given search). Specifically, we conduct searches over only the titles of articles for key words and
expressions, reasoning that the inclusion of key words and expressions are highly unlikely to be included in the titles
of articles if those articles are not about them. This approach, however, is also likely to miss articles in which topics of
interest are discussed – particularly when they are not the sole or primary focus of otherwise qualifying articles (e.g.
an article that references flooding in Afghanistan in the broader context of ongoing conflict in that country). Thus, this
search serves as our plausible lower bound.

How we define a given topic and construct the associated set of search queries varies. We, therefore, describe each in
turn throughout the remainder of this section of the appendix. Generally, our search choices are informed by manual
reviews of news article texts as necessary.

B.1 International Affairs
Individual Countries: To develop a comprehensive dataset of countries and their alternative names in English, we
begin with the list of names available at nationsonline.org (2021). Because some countries have multiple recognized
names (e.g. Côte D’ivoire, Ivory Coast) or have changed names (e.g. eSwatini, Swaziland), we create a comprehensive
dataset that includes all country names that we were able to identify,60 comprising of 232 countries, including official
territories of states (e.g American Samoa, Anguilla), territories partly attached to other countries (e.g Cook Islands),
and contested territory (e.g. Palestine). We then identify all responsive articles per year in which at least one of the
specified country names is identified.61

59See: https://mediacloud.org/support/query-guide

60Generally excluding transliterations or names in foreign languages. Given that our focus is on English-language media references, we do not
expect any such versions to occur across the articles we study.

61In other searches in which country names are included (e.g. on the occurrence of natural disasters within different countries), we continue to
use this full set of country names. In some cases, our searches involve using country adjectives rather than (or in addition to) country names. In such
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Heads of State: In order to search for the media references to the world’s heads of state, we adapt the Rulers, Elec-
tions, and Irregular Governance (REIGN) dataset (Bell, 2021). First, we subset the original database––which contains
the last name of every leader in power in 193 countries since 1950––to our study period. Then, we manually update
the dataset to include complete names. We then search for each head of state requiring that their title and country’s
name (again, using all possible country names) appear anywhere in the same article. (The title and country name
requirement is carried out to eliminate false positives that might result where, for instance, a company or other orga-
nizational president to share the same name as a given president of a country.) To ensure that as many references to
heads of state are captured as possible, we carry out a variety of non-exclusive searches. First, we search for respon-
sive articles using both common and, where applicable, alternative (often official) titles (e.g. President Xi, General
Secretary Xi). These searches also include using: 1) the individual’s complete name (Alexander Boris de Pfeffel John-
son); 2) the individual’s complete name adopting any and all alternative spellings/names (e.g. Greek Prime Minister:
Lucas Papademos vs. Loukas Papademos)); 3) only the individual’s first and last names (excluding middle names)
(e.g. Alexander Johnson) (more on this below); and 4) the individual’s first and last names, adopting any and all
alternative spellings/names. Finally, recognizing that in some cases, like Boris Johnson, this approach would miss
references, we also include searches for 5) the individual given how they are most commonly referred to based on our
individual media searches (e.g. Uruguay’s president Pepe Mujica) and 6) relatedly how they are commonly referred
to, restricting to only the last name. Here, we provide an example of all six types for the leaders of Brazil and Uruguay:

Brazil:

• Full name: Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (with co-occurring “Brazil” and “President” references)

• Full Alt: NA

• First Last: Luiz da Silva (with co-occurring “Brazil” and “President” references)

• First Last Alt: NA

• Commonly Known As: Lula da Silva (with co-occurring “Brazil” and “President” references)

• Common Last Name: Lula (with co-occurring “Brazil” and “President” references)

Uruguay:

• Full: José Alberto Mujica Cordano (with co-occurring “president” and “Uruguay” references)

• Full Alt: Pepe Mujica Cordano (with co-occurring “president” and “Uruguay” references)

• First Last: José Cordano (with co-occurring “president” and “Uruguay” references)

• First Last Alt: José Mujica (with co-occurring “president” and “Uruguay” references)

• Commonly Known As: Pepe Mujica (with co-occurring “president” and “Uruguay” references)

• Common Last Name: Mujica (with co-occurring “president” and “Uruguay” references)

Major Cities: As an additional measure of general reporting patterns on international affairs, we consider media
references to major cities. Drawing from a dataset on international cities provided by Statistics Division of the United
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2019), we select all cities with at least one million inhabitants
and/or which serve as national capitals. The resulting list consists of 417 cities. We then search for all responsive
articles including the name of both the city and its country.62

cases, we take a similar approach to developing a list of various alternative adjectives. This is described in more detail below under the Refugees
and Asylum Seekers subsection.

62We require that the country name appear somewhere in the article to limit false positives (e.g. references to Paris, Texas; Cairo, Missouri;
Moscow, Idaho; and so forth.)
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B.2 Global Governance
Global Summit: We construct our list of global summits drawing from both BYJUS (2021) and the Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (2015). In order to ensure our searches only returned relevant articles, we typically
augmented each proper noun with “meeting” and, separately, “summit” (i.e. “G-20 Summit”, “G-20 Meeting”). We
also expand the searches with acronyms where appropriate (e.g. “NAM Summit”, “Non-Aligned Movement Summit”).

International Courts: We source two different datasets from UTS and UNSW Faculties of Law and WorldCourts. We
combine them into a dataset consisting of both international (e.g. “The International Court of Justice”) and regional
courts (e.g. “The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights”) being included. Additionally, only legal courts and
tribunals are listed in both datasets.

International Organizations: The list of international organizations that we use comes from the U.S. Institute of
Peace (2017) and consists of 123 organizations. We include all listed institutions in our searches. However, given that
the original data lists organizations by their website name, we modified some entries to refer to the institution itself
(e.g. “https://www.un.org/en” changed to “United Nations”).

International NGOs: We source our list of international NGOs from Church (2020). Out of the total eight categories
of NGOs listed, we selected four: human rights (e.g. “Amnesty International”); economic development (e.g. “Third
World Network”); humanitarian relief (e.g. Islamic Relief Worldwide); and the environment (e.g. “Wetlands Interna-
tional”). However, we subset out those international NGOs that are exclusively headquartered in the United States so
as to limit articles in which such organizations might be referenced for reason other than their international activities.

B.3 International Security
Sub-State Militias: To develop a list of contemporary sub-state militias, we use Version 20.1 of Uppsala University
Conflict Data Program (UCDP)’s Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED) (Sundberg and Melander, 2013; Pettersson and
Öberg, 2020). UCDP tracks organized actors involved in violent conflict involving 25 or more battle deaths during at
least one year of conflict from 1989 to present (Croicu and Sundberg, 2016, p.10). These include state governments in
addition to both formally and informally organized groups.

From this list, we extract formally organized groups operating between the period from 2010 to 2020. Such groups are
defined as “any non-governmental group of people having announced a name for their group and using armed force
against a government (state-based), another similarly formalized group (non-state conflict) or unorganized civilians
(one-sided violence). The focus is on armed conflict involving consciously conducted and planned political cam-
paigns rather than spontaneous violence” (Croicu and Sundberg, 2016, p.10). We then further subset the list of actors
by removing formal groups whose names are also ethnic groups, religious groups, tribes, clans, and towns to avoid
generating false positives.63 With the exception of “ISIS” and “FARC”, for groups with acronyms for names, we con-
ducted searches only using their longer names so as to avoid generating false positives in our search – cases where the
acronym may refer to some unrelated topic with a shared acronym. Finally, to ensure that our searches are comprehen-
sive, where relevant, we include variants of each group’s name in our query (e.g. “al-Qaeda”, “al Qaeda”, “al-Qaida”,
“al Qaida”). This produces a final list of 351 unique groups involved in substate conflict, listed below in Appendix
Table 7: Sub-State Militia List.6465

63Some of the listed groups are referred to only by the name of a single leader (e.g. Libe Koi), which, for the same reason, we remove as well.

64Indexing within Media Cloud is case insensitive; so, inclusion of additional variants reflecting different use of upper and lower case letters
(e.g. “al-Qaeda” and “Al-Qaeda”) was unnecessary.

65In 35 cases, we were unable to match the “short names/acronyms” of the actors to their “full names.” For instance, GED lists one short name
entry as the string of three distinct actors “Ahrar al-sham, FSA, Jabhat Fateh al-sham, Jaysh al-Islam,” and it does not provide corresponding full
names for each of those groups. Another example is the short name, “Jaysh al-Fatah,” which was incorrectly identified with six distinct groups in
the string “Front for the Conquest of the levant, Jaysh al-Sunna, Sham Legion, Soldiers of al-Aqsa, Soldiers of the Levant, The Islamic Movement
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Foreign Militaries: The foreign militaries list was made by combining country names from our country list, country
adjectives66, and six terms related to militaries—“army”, “navy”, “air force”, “armed forces”, ”soldiers“, and ”mili-
tary“. In other words, we create a query that combines strings with either country names or country adjectives with
these military bodies (e.g. “China Army” OR “China’s Army” OR “Chinese Army”). Still, seeing that some military
groups can go by very unique names—such as China’s People’s Liberation Army—, we also include the official mili-
tary bodies of each country in our search using data from Wikipedia (2021a). For some military organizations, it was
necessary to also include the country name if it was not already in order to avoid false positives.

Nuclear Power Plants: We sourced our set of 149 nuclear power plant facility names from the Global Energy Conser-
vatory, an online project providing information about international energy infrastructure (Global Energy Observatory,
2018). To generate article counts, we search the name of each facility, as well as alternative names of each plant, when
applicable (e.g. “Armenia Nuclear Power Plant” and “Metsamor Nuclear Power Plant”.)

Refugees and Asylum Seekers: Identifying articles referring to refugees and asylum seekers is particularly challeng-
ing given the many ways that news outlets might describe forced displacement across international boundaries. We
employ several strategies intended to balance between capturing relevant reporting and not generating an unreasonably
high volume of false positives. For our partisan analysis, where we are concerned with relative differences, our process
is relatively straight forward, and we describe it first. For the interreality analysis, where identifying the actual level
of reporting is important, we engage in a more complicated search process, which we describe after.

For the partisan analysis, we begin by subsetting our country list to only those that had substantial refugee stocks
or flows in a given year (defined when stocks and flows for a given country-year ≥ 1000). We then match each
country name (and their alternatives) to a comprehensive set of adjectives and demonyms.67 We also identify cases
where refugees are likely to be described with adjectives relating, for instance, to ethnicity (e.g. “Rohingya”), religion
(“Yazidi”), or region (e.g. “Darfur”).

Next, we identify all articles in which the words “refugee”, “refugees”, “asylum seeker” or “asylum seekers” are
modified by country name (including all alternatives) (e.g. “Iraq refugees”), country adjectives (including all relevant
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary adjectives (e.g. “Kyrgyzstani refugees”, “Kyrgyz refugees”, “Kirgiz refugees”,
“Kirghiz refugees”)), and alternative adjectives (e.g. “Rohingya refugees”). This procedure also included a separate
step identifying references to any of these four terms followed by “from [COUNTRY]” (e.g. “asylum seeker from
Venzuela”). For the partisan analysis, we, again, conduct these search over articles and titles separately to generate
plausible upper and lower bounds.

For the interreality analysis, we augment the article search, making use of Media Cloud’s proximity search function
to identify all articles in which designated sets of words are within some specified (word) distance from one another.
Specifically, using the same search terms, we identify all articles in which any of those terms are within a short
distance of any of the country names, adjectives, or alternative adjectives described above. For example, this procedure
identifies references like the following by Kim (2015): “...who came to Germany from Iraq as a political refugee ...”.
The procedure, however, is also prone to generating false positives.68 As described previously, we err on the side
of over inclusion in an effort to ensure that we do not undercount media references to a given refugee or asylum

of Ahrar al-Sham, the Truth Brigade.” If factions of a larger overarching group are not discernible when referred to by the media, we choose to
aggregate those factions into the larger group. As an example, we aggregate up the smaller factions of the Taliban and TTP because they are most
often referred to using the umbrella term.

66See: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List o f adjectival and demonymic f orms for countries and nations

67See: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List o f adjectival and demonymic f orms for countries and nations

68For instance, references to refugees in a given country would be detected (erroneously identifying refugees by host rather than origin).
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seeker population. Nevertheless, such approach may still miss some content if, for instance, certain article describes
individuals fleeing from their country without using the words refugee(s) or asylum seeker(s) at all or in proximity to
the country and other identifiers we use.

B.4 Human Rights
Human Rights Bodies: Our list is comprised of fifteen United Nations’ committees, councils, and other commissions
with a focus on international human rights issues (United Nations, 2021) (e.g. “Human Rights Council”; “Committee
on the Rights of the Child”; “Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination”). In generating article counts,
we searched the full name of each body, as well as any alternative names or acronyms as applicable.

Death Sentences: For this variable, we attempt to identify all possible mentions to instances in which the death
sentenced was being carried. More specifically, we search for, alongside country names, the terms: “sentenced to
death”, “death row”, “death penalty”, “death sentence”, “capital punishment”, “electric chair”, and“lethal injection”.
We recognize this query may also capture the media reporting on the debate around the death sentence as a policy.
Nevertheless, due to the use of this variable in the Interreality Analysis, we prioritized the recall of true positives as to
not undercount the references to the death penalty across the world by the media.

International Criminal Court Cases: The query for this variable was created using International Criminal Court
(2021) cases. In order to capture the reporting on the proper ICC cases, we searched for both the country and the
defendant(s) alongside the terms “International Criminal Court” and “ICC”. However, such information is only pub-
licly available if the case passes the preliminary examination stage. As a result, we only include searches for eight
countries and their respective leaders involved in the ICC case. For instance, we search for “Lybia” AND “Gaddafi”
OR “Khaled” OR “Al-Werfalli” AND “ICC” OR “International Criminal Court”. In some instances, a country had
two cases in the ICC. Since we want to capture article counts by country-year, we combine both into one query, listing
all individuals together.

Human Rights Terms: We construct a list of six terms that encompass different realms of human right violations.
More specifically, we look at child labor, female genital mutilation (FGM), human trafficking, LGBT rights, press
freedom, religious rights, and torture. The terms were run as strings containing distinct ways to refer to the events
related to such offenses. The following strings refer to their respective variables:

• Child Labor: “Child Labor” OR “Child labour” OR “Child labourer” OR “Child labourers” OR “Child worker”
OR “Child workers” OR “Child employment” OR “Child employees”

• FGM: “Female genital mutilation” OR “FGM” OR “Female genital cutting” OR “Female circumcision” OR
“Female khatna” OR “Gudniin” OR “Halalays”

• Human Trafficking: “Human trafficking” OR “Human traffickers” OR “Human trafficker” OR “Trafficking of
persons” OR “Trafficking of people” OR “Sex trafficking” OR “Sex traffickers” OR “Sex trafficker” OR “Hu-
mans trafficked” OR “People trafficked” OR “Children trafficked” OR “Man trafficked” OR “Woman trafficked”
OR “Men trafficked” OR “Women trafficked” OR “People were trafficked” OR “Children were trafficked” OR
“Man was trafficked” OR “Woman was trafficked” OR “Men were trafficked” OR “Women were trafficked” OR
“People were sold” OR “Children were sold” OR “Man was sold” OR “Woman was sold” OR “Men were sold”
OR “Women were sold”

• LGBT Rights: “LGBT Rights” OR “LGBTQ Rights” OR “LGBTQIA+ Rights” OR “Transgender Rights”
OR “Gay Rights” OR “Same-sex marriage” OR “Same-sex adoption” OR “LGBT adoption” OR “Gay mar-
riage” OR “Homophobia” OR “Transphobia” OR “Homophobic attack” OR “Transphobic attack” OR “Gay
man attacked” OR “Gay man killed” OR “Gay man beaten” OR “Transgender man attacked” OR “Transgen-
der man killed” OR “Transgender man beaten” OR “Transgender woman attacked” OR “Transgender woman
killed” OR “Transgender woman beaten” OR “Gay man was attacked” OR “Gay man was killed” OR “Gay man
was beaten” OR “Transgender man was attacked” OR “Transgender man was killed” OR “Transgender man was
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beaten” OR “Transgender woman was attacked” OR “Transgender woman was killed” OR “Transgender woman
was beaten”

• Press Freedom: “Press Freedom” OR “Media Freedom” OR “Freedom of the Press” OR “Freedom of the
media” OR “Media Censorship” OR “Press Censorship” OR “Journalist imprisoned” OR “Journalist arrested”
OR “Journalist killed” OR “Journalist detained” OR “Journalists imprisoned” OR “Journalists arrested” OR
“Journalists killed” OR “Journalists detained” OR “Journalist was imprisoned” OR “Journalist was arrested” OR
“Journalist was killed” OR “Journalist was detained” OR “Journalists were imprisoned” OR “Journalists were
arrested” OR “Journalists were killed” OR “Journalists were detained” OR “Reporter imprisoned” OR “Reporter
arrested” OR “Reporter killed” OR “Reporter detained” OR “Reporters imprisoned” OR “Reporters arrested”
OR “Reporters killed” OR “Reporters detained” OR “Reporter was imprisoned” OR “Reporter was arrested”
OR “Reporter was killed“ OR “Reporter was detained” OR “Reporters were imprisoned” OR “Reporters were
arrested” OR “Reporters were killed” OR “Reporters were detained”

• Religious Rights: “Religious Rights” OR “Religious freedom” OR “Religious liberty” OR “Religious liberties”
OR “Freedom of religion” OR “Freedom to practice any religion” OR “Right to practice any religion” OR
“Freedom to practice religion” OR “Right to practice religion”

• Torture: “Torture” OR “Freedom from Torture” OR “Use of torture” OR “Enhanced interrogation techniques”
OR ”Torturing prisoners” OR “Tortured prisoners” OR ”Torturing prisoner” OR “Tortured prisoner”

B.5 World Economy
Currency: The list of national currencies comes from Data Hub (2020). For each currency, we include the relevant
country adjective along with its name (e.g. “Colombian Peso” or “Australian Dollar”). This is done to disambiguate
between those currencies with the same name (e.g. Australian vs. U.S. dollar) and, therefore, reduce false positives.

Stock Exchanges: Using data on global stock exchanges provided by Gurrola-Perez et al. (2010), we subset the dataset
to form a list of international (excluding U.S. based) stock exchange names (e.g.“Abu Dhabi Securities Exchange”).
Although most stock exchanges have unique names and are unlikely to lead to false positives, some exchanges required
alternative names. For instance, the “London Stock Exchange” was referred to by its acronym, “LSE”, which is also
how the London School of Economics is commonly named. For this case, we instead search for the stock exchange’s
full name as well as the alternative name “LSE Group.”

World’s Largest Banks: We use the dataset from Fiano and Keeler (2010) which ranks major global banks in a
country by total assets by year. We subset the name column in the dataset and remove U.S. banks to run our article
extraction. However because the original dataset is organized temporally, some bank names were slightly different
throughout our time frame. As a result, we add such additional names as alternative entries on a separate column, thus
guaranteeing the inclusion of all possible references to the banks in our list. For instance, the entry for the “Halifax
Bank of Scotland” includes the acronym “HBOS” and the shortened name “Bank of Scotland.” There was an issue
of false positives with “Barclays,” which would also pull articles referencing the English Football Premier League.
Thus, we searched for “Barclays Bank” instead. In addition, some bank names included foreign characters, which
were converted to its closest English-alphabet equivalent using our character conversion table.

B.6 Global Health
Communicable Diseases: We develop our set of diseases based on the availability of usable data, and we found six
diseases that were the most feasible to include. For each country-year, we identify the set of articles containing a
country name (or any of its alternative names) and the disease (e.g. “[COUNTRY]” AND “[DISEASE]”) anywhere in
the article. The six diseases and their respective search terms are:

• Diphtheria: (“[COUNTRY]” AND “Diphtheria”)

• Ebola: (“[COUNTRY]” AND “Ebola”)
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• HIV: (“[COUNTRY]” AND (“HIV” OR “HIV/AIDS” OR “AIDS/HIV”))

• Malaria: (“[COUNTRY]” AND “Malaria”)

• Measles: (“[COUNTRY]” AND “Measles”)

• Tuberculosis: (“[COUNTRY]” AND “Tuberculosis”)

B.7 Natural Disasters
Natural Disasters: To develop a set of article counts referencing particular natural disasters, we use the EM-DAT Pub-
lic (2020) dataset to identify specific disaster types: cold waves, heat waves, droughts, earthquakes, floods, landslides,
tsunamis, volcanic activity, hurricane and wildfires. We abstain from searching for disaster types with generalized
terminology like “natural”, “meteorological”, and “explosion”, which would likely generate false positives. However,
we included different sets of terms that relate to each event. The string for each Natural Disaster variable is as follows
and are each included along individual country names in search queries:

• Cold Wave: (“cold wave*”, “cold snap”, “cold spell”)

• Drought: (“drought*”)

• Earthquake (“earthquake*”, “seismic activit*”, “tremor*”, “quake*”)

• Flood:(“flood*”, “flooding”, “river overflow*”, “river overflowed”, “inundation*”)

• Hurricane:(“hurricane*”, “tornado*”, “cyclone*”, “typhoon*”)

• Heat Wave:(“heat wave*”, “heatwave”)

• Landslide:(“landslide*”, “landslip”, “avalanche*”, “mudslide*”, “mudflow”)

• Tsunami:(“tsunami”)

• Volcanic Activity:(“volcanic activity”, “volcanic eruption”, “active volcano*”)

• Wildfire:(“wildfire*”, “bushfire*”, “wildland fire*”)

B.8 Global Environment
For each of the following searches, we include a conditional statement requiring that each country’s name is included
as well:

Air Quality: We construct a list of terms relating to poor air quality. We conduct this search using one string (e.g.
“air pollution” OR “CO2 emission*” OR “emission* of CO2” OR “ozone emission*” OR “emission* of ozone” OR
“air quality” OR “smog” OR“polluted air” OR “unhealthy air”).

Water Resources: We construct a list of eleven words that we determined to relate to the quality of natural water bod-
ies. The terms we include are “river pollution” OR “polluted river*” OR “polluting river*” OR “polluted lake*” OR
“polluting lake*” OR “polluted water*” OR “polluting water*” OR “polluted waterway*” OR “polluting waterway*”
OR “water pollution” OR “river waste.”

Biodiversity: We construct a list of eight words that we determined to relate to threats and challenges to biodiversity.
These words are “endangered species” OR “endangered animal*” OR “biodiversity loss” OR “wildlife loss” OR “loss
of biodiversity” OR “deforestation” OR “illegal animal trade” OR “poaching.”
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Protected Areas: We pull this list of protected areas from UNEP-WCMC and IUCN (2021). We determine that
because of the uniqueness of some names and sheer volume of names included, we would only include those areas
which are protected as a UNESCO World Heritage Site for feasibility purposes (e.g. “Los Glaciares National Park”,
“Iguazu National Park”) (UNEP-WCMC and IUCN, 2021).

B.9 World Culture
Philharmonics: Our list of philharmonics was retrieved from Wikipedia (2021b). Because this dataset did not include
European symphony orchestras, we retrieved that dataset separately from Wikipedia (2021c). These two datasets were
then combined and ran together. We run our searches without countries attached because the names included typically
already reference to their country or region of activity (e.g. “Aalborg Symphony Orchestra”, “Athens Philharmonic”,
“Azerbaijan State Orchestra of Folk Instruments”). We found and removed some unique cases of generic symphony
names, with one being listed as “symphony orchestra” as an example.

Sporting Events: We search for sporting events using a list of 104 international sporting events around the world.
To develop this list, we searched for the most popular sporting events according to news articles, such as Pumerantz
(2012) and Dempsey (2021). Still, the majority of tournaments we included for this variable were sourced from a list
of International World Cups for a variety of sports (e.g. “IFAF World Cup”, “Tour de France”, “Ski Jumping World
Cup”) from Wikipedia (2021d). Events such as national sporting tournaments were not included in our search as they
are not considered international. We also excluded any events that occurred in the United States. Similarly to our
other variables, in generating articles we include alternative names for each given sporting event in our searches when
applicable.
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C Sub-State Militia List

Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

1 16th Division Syria Middle East
2 23rd Division Syria, Turkey Middle East
3 3R Central African Republic Africa
4 Aaro Aaro Somalia Africa
5 ADF DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
6 ADP Lebanon Middle East
7 Ahfad al-Rasoul Brigade Syria Middle East
8 Ahlu Sunna Waljamaca Somalia Africa
9 Ahrar al-Sham Syria, Turkey Middle East
10 Ahrar Ghurayan Syria Middle East
11 Ajdabiya Revolutionaries Shura Council Libya Africa
12 AJPSN Ivory Coast Africa
13 Aknaf Bait al-Maqdis Syria Middle East
14 al-Farouq Brigades Syria Middle East
15 al-Harakat al-Islamiyah Philippines Asia
16 Al-Khobar Philippines Asia
17 al-Murabitun Mali Africa
18 al-Qa’qa Brigade Syria Middle East

19 al-Qaida
Afghanistan, France, Pakistan,
Somalia, Syria

Africa, Asia, Europe,
Middle East

20 Al-Shabaab
Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Somalia, Uganda Africa

21 al-Tawhid Brigade Syria Middle East
22 Amigos dos Amigos Brazil Americas
23 Ampatuan militia Philippines Asia
24 Anas al-Dabbashi Brigade Libya Africa
25 Ansar ul-Islam Iraq Middle East
26 Ansar al-Sunnah Mozambique, Tanzania Africa
27 Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis Egypt Middle East
28 Ansar Dine Mali Africa
29 Ansar ul-Islam Pakistan Asia
30 Ansarallah Yemen Middle East
31 Ansaroul Islam Burkina Faso, Mali Africa
32 anti-Balaka Central African Republic Africa
33 APCLS DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
34 AQAP Yemen Middle East

35 AQIM
Algeria, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast,
Mali, Mauritania, Niger Africa

36 Army of Ahl al-Sunni wal Jamaa Syria Middle East
37 Army of al-Ikhlas Syria Middle East
38 Army of Maoata al-Islami Syria Middle East
39 ARSA Bangladesh, Myanmar (Burma) Asia
40 ASG Malaysia, Philippines Asia
41 ASL Libya Africa
42 Authenticity and Development Front Syria Middle East
43 Autodefensas Unidas de Michoacán Mexico Americas
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

44 Bana Mura DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
45 Baz al-Islamiya Syria Middle East
46 BDK DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
47 Beltrán Leyva Cartel Mexico Americas
48 Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council Libya Africa
49 BIFM Philippines Asia
50 BLA Pakistan Asia
51 Black Axe Nigeria Africa
52 BLF Pakistan Asia
53 BRA Pakistan Asia
54 BRAS Pakistan Asia
55 Brigade 301 Libya Africa
56 Brigade 48 Libya Africa
57 Brigades of Aisha Lebanon Middle East
58 Cartel Independiente de Acapulco Mexico Americas
59 CCMSR Chad Africa
60 CM-FPR Mali Africa
61 CMA Mali Africa
62 CMC DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
63 CNPSC DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
64 CNRD DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
65 Comando Classe A Brazil Americas
66 Comando Vermelho Brazil Americas
67 CPI-Maoist India Asia
68 CPJP Central African Republic Africa
69 CPN-M Nepal Asia
70 CPP Philippines Asia
71 Dan na Amassagou Mali Africa
72 Darfur Joint Resistance Forces Sudan Africa
73 Dawn of Freedom Brigades Syria Middle East
74 Deebam Nigeria Africa
75 Deewell Nigeria Africa
76 DHKP-C Turkey Middle East
77 DKBA 5 Myanmar (Burma) Asia
78 DPF Libya Africa
79 DPR Ukraine Europe
80 Eastern Ghouta Unified Military Command Syria Middle East
81 Eastern Qalamoun Operations Room Syria Middle East
82 Eiye Nigeria Africa
83 Elements (Luba militia) DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
84 ELN Colombia, Venezuela Americas
85 EPL Colombia Americas
86 ETA Spain Europe
87 ETIM China Asia
88 Euphrates Islamic Liberation Front Syria Middle East
89 Euphrates Vulcano Syria Middle East
90 FARC Colombia Americas
91 FARC dissidents Colombia, Ecuador Americas
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

92 Fatah Israel Middle East
93 Fatah Halab Syria Middle East
94 FDC DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
95 FDLR DR Congo (Zaire), Rwanda Africa
96 FDLR-RUD DR Congo (Zaire), Rwanda Africa
97 FDN Brazil Americas
98 FDPC Central African Republic Africa
99 FDSI-CI Ivory Coast Africa
100 February 17 Martyrs Brigade Libya Africa
101 FLEC-FAC Angola, DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
102 FLM Mali Africa
103 FPR Central African Republic Africa
104 FPRC Central African Republic Africa
105 FPRN Chad, Sudan Africa
106 FRCI Ivory Coast Africa
107 FRGO Ivory Coast Africa
108 FRPI DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
109 FSA Syria Middle East
110 Fuerza Anti Unión Mexico Americas
111 Furqan Brigades Syria Middle East
112 Ganda Iso Mali Africa
113 GATIA Mali, Niger Africa
114 GDE Brazil Americas
115 Ghaniwa Brigade Libya Africa
116 Ghuraba al-Sham Syria Middle East
117 GNLA India Asia
118 Greenlanders Nigeria Africa
119 Groupe de Sécurité (Nyatura Kasongo) DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
120 Guerreros Unidos Mexico Americas
121 Gulf Cartel Honduras, Mexico Americas
122 Hamas Israel, Egypt, United Arab Emirates Middle East
123 Hamza Division Syria Middle East
124 Harakat Hazzm Syria Middle East
125 Harakit Sawa’id Misr Egypt Middle East
126 Hawar Kilis Operations Room Syria Middle East
127 Hezbollah Israel, Lebanon, Syria Middle East
128 High Council of Afghanistan Islamic Emirate Afghanistan, Pakistan Asia
129 Hizb-i Islami-yi Afghanistan Afghanistan Asia
130 Hizbul Islam Somalia Africa
131 HPC India Asia
132 HTS Lebanon, Syria Middle East
133 IMU Pakistan, Tajikistan Asia
134 Indian Mujahideen India Asia
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

135 IS

Afghanistan, Algeria, Australia,
Bangladesh, Belgium, Benin,
Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad,
Egypt, France, Germany, Iran, Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya,
Mali, Mozambique, Niger,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines,
Russia (Soviet Union), Saudi Arabia,
Somalia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden,
Syria, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Turkey,
United Kingdom,
United States of America, Yemen

Africa, Americas, Asia,
Europe, Middle East

136 Islamic Front Syria Middle East
137 Islamic Kurdish Front Syria Middle East
138 Jabhat al-Akrad Syria Middle East
139 Jabhat al-Samud Libya Africa
140 Jabhat Fateh al-Sham Lebanon, Syria, Turkey Middle East
141 Jaish al-Adl Iran Middle East
142 Jaish al-Muhajireen wal-Ansar Syria Middle East
143 Jaish-ul-Islam Pakistan Asia
144 Jalisco Cartel New Generation Mexico Americas
145 Jam’iyyat-i Islami-yi Afghanistan Afghanistan Asia
146 Jama’at Ansar al-Islam Egypt Middle East
147 Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad Cameroon, Chad, Mali, Niger, Nigeria Africa
148 Jamaat-ul-Ahrar Pakistan Asia
149 Janjaweed Sudan Africa
150 Jaysh al-Asha’er Syria Middle East
151 Jaysh al-Fatah Idlib Syria Middle East
152 Jaysh al-Islam Syria Middle East
153 Jaysh al-Jihad (Saraya al-Jihad) Syria Middle East
154 Jaysh al-Mukhtar Iraq Middle East
155 Jaysh al-Nasr Syria, Turkey Middle East
156 Jaysh al-Nukhba Syria, Turkey Middle East
157 Jaysh al-Sanadid Syria Middle East
158 Jaysh Asoud al-Sharqiya Syria Middle East
159 Jazeera-Euphrates Liberation Front Syria Middle East
160 JEM Sudan Africa
161 JMB Bangladesh Asia
162 JNIM Burkina Faso, Mali Africa
163 Jondullah Iran, Pakistan Asia, Middle East
164 JRTN Iraq Middle East
165 Juarez Cartel Mexico Americas
166 Junbish-i Milli-yi Islami Afghanistan Asia
167 Kamuina Nsapu DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
168 Kaniyat Libya Africa
169 Kata Katanga DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
170 KCP India Asia
171 KDPI Iran, Iraq Middle East
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

172 Khabour Guards Syria Middle East
173 Khatumo administration Somalia Africa
174 KIO Myanmar (Burma) Asia
175 KNPP Myanmar (Burma) Asia
176 KNU Myanmar (Burma), Thailand Asia
177 Koglweogo Burkina Faso Africa
178 KRA India Asia
179 La Barredora Mexico Americas
180 La Familia cartel Mexico Americas
181 La Linea Mexico Americas
182 La Mochomera Mexico Americas
183 La Nueva Familia Mexico Americas
184 La Resistencia Mexico Americas
185 La Union de Tepito Mexico Americas
186 Lashkar of Kukikhel clan Pakistan Asia
187 Lashkar of Mohmand tribe Pakistan Asia
188 Lashkar of Orakzai tribe Pakistan Asia
189 Lashkar of Zakakhel tribe Pakistan Asia
190 Lashkar-e-Islam Pakistan Asia
191 Laskhar of Masozai Qaumi tribe Pakistan Asia
192 LeJ Afghanistan, Pakistan Asia
193 Libya Dawn Libya Africa
194 Liwa al-Aqsa Syria Middle East
195 Liwa al-Fateh Syria Middle East
196 Liwa al-Jihad fi Sabeel Allah Syria Middle East
197 Liwa al-Qadisiya Syria Middle East
198 Liwa al-Sultan Murad Syria Middle East
199 Liwa Thuwar ar-Raqqa Syria Middle East
200 LNA Libya Africa
201 Los Ardillos Mexico Americas
202 Los Aztecas Mexico Americas
203 Los Caballeros Templarios Mexico Americas
204 Los Rojos Mexico Americas
205 Los Zetas Guatemala, Mexico Americas
206 LPR Russia (Soviet Union), Ukraine Europe

207 LRA
Central African Republic,
DR Congo (Zaire), South Sudan, Sudan Africa

208 M23 DR Congo (Zaire), Rwanda Africa
209 M23-R DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
210 Ma’awisley Somalia Africa
211 MAA Mali Africa
212 Maidan Ukraine Europe
213 Maphite Nigeria Africa
214 Mara Salvatrucha Guatemala, Honduras Americas
215 Mare’ Operations Room Syria Middle East
216 Martyr Lieutenant Ahmed Abdou Brigades Syria Middle East
217 Maute group Philippines Asia
218 Mayi Mayi Complet DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

219 Mayi Mayi Kifuafua DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
220 Mayi Mayi Mayangose DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
221 Mayi Mayi Mazembe DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
222 Mayi Mayi Simba DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
223 MEK Iraq, Netherlands Europe, Middle East
224 MFDC Senegal Africa
225 MFS Syria Middle East
226 MILF Philippines Asia
227 Military faction (forces of Asaminew Tsige) Ethiopia Africa
228 Military faction (forces of Godefroid Niyombare) Burundi Africa
229 Military faction (Red Berets) Mali Africa
230 MLCJ Central African Republic Africa
231 MNDAA China, Myanmar (Burma) Asia
232 MNLC Central African Republic Africa
233 MNLF - NM Philippines Asia
234 MNR DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
235 MPC Central African Republic Africa
236 MPGK Mali Africa
237 MQM Pakistan Asia
238 MSA Mali, Niger Africa
239 Mujahideen Army Syria Middle East
240 Mujahideen in the Golis Mountains Somalia Africa
241 MUJAO Algeria, Mali, Niger Africa
242 NAS South Sudan Africa
243 National Front for Liberation Syria Middle East
244 Nawasi Battalion Libya Africa
245 NDC DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
246 NDC-R DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
247 NDFB India Asia
248 NDV Nigeria Africa
249 Ngumino DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
250 NLFT India Asia
251 NMSP Myanmar (Burma) Asia
252 Northern Storm Brigade Syria Middle East
253 Nour al-Din al-Zenki Syria, Turkey Middle East
254 NSA Syria Middle East
255 NSCN-IM India Asia
256 NTC Libya Africa
257 Ntsiloulous Congo Africa
258 Nueva Plaza Cartel Mexico Americas
259 NURTW-Auxiliary Nigeria Africa
260 Nyatura DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
261 OLF Ethiopia, Kenya Africa
262 Omar al-Mukhtar Battalion Syria Middle East
263 ONLF Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia Africa
264 Operations Room Combating Daesh Libya Africa
265 OPM Indonesia Asia
266 PBCP Bangladesh Asia
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

267 PCC Brazil Americas
268 PCPA India Asia
269 Perci (Batwa militia) DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
270 Peuhl militia (Zemio) Central African Republic Africa
271 PFLL Libya Africa
272 PFLP Israel Middle East
273 PFLP-GC Syria Middle East
274 PIJ Israel, Syria Middle East
275 PJAK Iran, Iraq Middle East
276 PKK Iran, Iraq, Syria, Turkey Middle East
277 PLA India Asia
278 PLFI India Asia
279 PRC Israel Middle East
280 PREPAK India Asia
281 PSLF Myanmar (Burma) Asia
282 PULF India Asia
283 PYD Syria, Turkey Middle East
284 Rafallah al-Sahati Brigade Libya Africa
285 Rahman Corps Syria Middle East
286 Raia Mutomboki DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
287 RCSS Myanmar (Burma) Asia
288 RED-TABARA Burundi, DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
289 Renamo Mozambique Africa
290 RIRA United Kingdom Europe
291 RPRC Central African Republic Africa
292 RSO Myanmar (Burma) Asia
293 Salahadin Brigade Syria Middle East
294 Santa Rosa de Lima Cartel Mexico Americas
295 Saraya Ahl al-Sham Lebanon Middle East
296 SARC Sudan Africa
297 SDB Libya Africa
298 SDF Syria, Turkey Middle East
299 Seleka Central African Republic Africa
300 Self-Defense Mujahidin Central African Republic Africa
301 Sendero Luminoso Peru Americas
302 Shabab al-Tawhid wa al-Aqiyda Libya Africa
303 Sham Legion Syria, Turkey Middle East
304 Shuhada al-Wadi militia Libya Africa
305 Signed-in-Blood Battalion Algeria, Mali, Niger Africa
306 Sinaloa Cartel Honduras, Mexico Americas
307 Sindicato RN Brazil Americas
308 SLDF Kenya Africa
309 SLFA Sudan Africa
310 SLM/A Sudan Africa
311 SNA Syria, Turkey Middle East
312 Sons of Yarmouk Movement Syria Middle East
313 Southern Front Jordan, Syria Middle East
314 SPLM/A - IO South Sudan Africa
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Table 4: Sub-State Militia

Name Country69 Region70

315 SRF
Libya, South Sudan, Sudan,
Syria Africa, Middle East

316 SSDM/A South Sudan, Sudan Africa
317 SSLM/A South Sudan, Sudan Africa
318 SSPP Myanmar (Burma) Asia
319 STC Yemen Middle East
320 Subol Al-Salam Brigade Libya Africa
321 Sultanate of Sulu Malaysia, Philippines Asia
322 Suqour al-Sham Brigades Syria Middle East
323 SVA Somalia Africa
324 Syrian Liberation Front Syria Middle East
325 Tajamu Shuhada al-Sharqiya Syria Middle East
326 TAK Turkey Middle East
327 Taleban Afghanistan, Pakistan Asia
328 Tawheed ul-Islam Pakistan Asia
329 Terceiro Comando Brazil Americas
330 Tijuana Cartel Mexico Americas
331 TPF Libya Africa
332 TRB Libya Africa
333 TTP Afghanistan, Pakistan Asia
334 UBA Pakistan Asia
335 UFR Chad Africa
336 ULA Myanmar (Burma) Asia
337 ULFA India Asia
338 UNITA Angola Africa
339 United Armed Forces of Novorossiya Ukraine Europe
340 UNLF India Asia
341 UNLFW India Asia
342 UPC (Ali Darass Fulani supporters) Central African Republic Africa
343 UPLC DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
344 URDPC DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
345 UWSA Myanmar (Burma) Asia
346 Vuba militia DR Congo (Zaire) Africa
347 Yan Gora Nigeria Africa
348 Yan Sakai Nigeria Africa
349 Yarmouk Army Syria Middle East
350 Yurtta Sulh Konseyi Turkey Middle East
351 Zintan Military Council Libya Africa

69In this combatant list, “Country” refers to the country or countries in which each group has been active between 2010 and 2019. For the
combatant groups which have been active in more than one country, the countries are listed according to the alphabetical order.

70“Region” represents the region(s) in which each group has been active between 2010 and 2019. For the combatant groups which have been
active in more than one region, the regions are listed according to the alphabetical order.
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D Partisan Analysis – Plausible Lower Bounds (Title-Only Searches)

Figure 9: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results indicate that while left-leaning media
outlets are similarly likely to reference foreign affairs topics in titles, the intensity of references to certain topics varies significantly across topics. Left-
leaning media are far more likely to include references to overseas natural disasters and to communicable diseases. The right-leaning media are more likely
to reference topics associated international business and economics. Differences in rates of reporting by the left- and right-leaning media are much more
significant when only those outlets that skew the furthest left and right (green and yellow) are compared, with significant evidence of polarization. Partisan
divisions determined using Ad Fontes Media (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a).
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Figure 10: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results based on U.S. newspapers are generally
consistent with those reported above based on top online digital native and newspaper sites. However, most results are attenuated, suggesting that newspapers
are generally less likely to display partisan bias in their reporting of foreign affairs than digital native sites. Partisan divisions are determined using Gentzkow
and Shapiro (2010). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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Figure 11: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that references to many international relations topics are as divergent (or more so) as references
to partisan language (as determined by assessing media references to partisan words and expressions derived from Congressional tweets) – denoted by the
dashed blue line. Any and all points at or to the left of this line are estimated to referenced at rates similar to or greater to politicized expressions like “global
warming”. Within-topic reporting rates by the left- and right-leaning media are much more significant when only those outlets that skew the furthest left and
right (green and yellow) are compared. Partisan divisions determined using Ad Fontes Media (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a).
Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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Figure 12: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that left- and right-leaning newspapers are generally display similar within-topic reporting tenden-
cies, suggesting that partisan divisions are much more likely to emerge amongst digital native news sites. Partisan divisions are determined using Gentzkow
and Shapiro (2010). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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E AllSides Partisan Division Analysis (Lower and Upper Bounds)

Figure 13: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results indicate that while left-leaning media
outlets are similarly likely to reference foreign affairs topics in articles, the intensity of references to certain topics varies significantly across topics. Left-
leaning media are far more likely to include references to overseas natural disasters and to communicable diseases. The right-leaning media are more likely
to reference topics associated international business and economics. Differences in rates of reporting by the left- and right-leaning media are much more
significant when only those outlets that skew the furthest left and right (green) are compared, with significant evidence of polarization. Partisan divisions
determined using AllSides (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a).
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Figure 14: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results indicate that while left-leaning media
outlets are similarly likely to reference foreign affairs topics in titles, the intensity of references to certain topics varies significantly across topics. Left-
leaning media are far more likely to include references to overseas natural disasters and to communicable diseases. The right-leaning media are more likely
to reference topics associated international business and economics. Differences in rates of reporting by the left- and right-leaning media are much more
significant when only those outlets that skew the furthest left and right (green) are compared, with significant evidence of polarization. Partisan divisions
determined using AllSides (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a).
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Figure 15: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that references to many international relations topics in articles are as divergent (or more so)
as references to partisan language (as determined by assessing media references to partisan words and expressions derived from Congressional tweets) –
denoted by the dashed blue line. Any and all points at or to the left of this line are estimated to referenced at rates similar to or greater to politicized
expressions like “global warming”. Within-topic reporting rates by the left- and right-leaning media are much more significant when only those outlets
that skew the furthest left and right (green) are compared. Partisan divisions determined using AllSides (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud
(2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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Figure 16: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that references to many international relations topics in titles are as divergent (or more so) as
references to partisan language (as determined by assessing media references to partisan words and expressions derived from Congressional tweets) –
denoted by the dashed blue line. Any and all points at or to the left of this line are estimated to referenced at rates similar to or greater to politicized
expressions like “global warming”. Within-topic reporting rates by the left- and right-leaning media are much more significant when only those outlets
that skew the furthest left and right (green) are compared. Partisan divisions determined using AllSides (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud
(2011a). Datasets used in this analysis are described and cited in the appendix.
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F Interreality Regression Results

Dependent variable:

Responsive Articles On:

(I) (II) (IIIa) (IIIb) (IV)
Refugee Outflows Diseases Disasters Disasters Death Sentences

Affected/Displaced 0.001∗∗∗ 0.00001∗∗∗

(0.00004) (0.00000)

Affected/Displaced (ln) 32.959∗∗∗ 31.544∗∗∗

(3.508) (6.408)

Deaths/Sentences 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.675∗∗∗

(0.00002) (0.003) (0.080)

Deaths/Sentences (ln) 2.130∗∗∗ 114.306∗∗∗ 44.661∗∗∗

(0.146) (12.153) (4.932)

Observations 1,018 1,018 5,905 5,905 1,048 1,048 1,245 1,245 530 530
R2 0.364 0.099 0.223 0.219 0.127 0.173 0.103 0.113 0.152 0.167
Adjusted R2 0.358 0.090 0.221 0.217 0.111 0.157 0.089 0.100 0.136 0.151
Year Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Disease Fixed Effects – – Y Y – – – – – –
Disaster Fixed Effects – – – – Y Y Y Y – –

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 5: This table presents the set of regression results, associating total responsive articles on various issue areas across top U.S. news outlets with the
estimated human costs of each. For refugee and asylum seeker outflows and death sentences, the unit of analysis is the country-year. For communicable
diseases and natural disasters, the unit is is the country-year-disease and country-year-disaster, respectively. All models include year fixed effects. Disease
and disaster models include disease and disaster fixed effects as well. Data on responsive article counts come from the authors’ calculations using Media
Cloud; data on forcible displacement come from the Fearon and Shaver (2020). Data on diseases come from World Health Organization (2021) and Global
Burden of Disease Collaborative Network (2018). Data on natural disasters comes from EM-DAT Public (2020). Finally, data on death sentences comes
from Amnesty International (2020)
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Dependent variable:

Responsive Articles On:

(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V)
Diphtheria HIV/AIDS Malaria Measles Tuberculosis

Fatalities 0.003∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗ 0.0004 0.001∗∗∗ 0.0002∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.0002) (0.001) (0.0001) (0.00001)

Fatalities (ln) 0.306∗∗∗ 8.470∗∗∗ 3.141∗∗∗ 0.984∗∗∗ 2.750∗∗∗

(0.049) (1.890) (0.763) (0.170) (0.159)

Observations 1,536 1,536 357 357 626 626 1,536 1,536 1,850 1,850
R2 0.073 0.080 0.160 0.112 0.074 0.098 0.082 0.075 0.192 0.164
Adjusted R2 0.068 0.075 0.153 0.105 0.061 0.085 0.078 0.070 0.188 0.160

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 6: This table presents the regression results for specific diseases, again associating total responsive articles for each disease across top U.S. news
outlets with the estimated fatalities. All models include year fixed effects. Data on responsive article counts come from the authors’ calculations using
Media Cloud. Data on Diphtheria, HIV/AIDS, Malaria, Measles, and Tuberculosis come from World Health Organization (2021), Global Burden of Disease
Collaborative Network (2018), World Health Organization, World Health Organization (2019) and Vanderslott and Dadonaite (2019), respectively.
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Dependent variable:

Responsive Articles On:

(I) (II) (IIIa) (IIIb) (IV)
Refugee Outflows Diseases Disasters Disasters Death Sentences

Affected/Displaced 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.00000
(0.00005) (0.00000)

Affected/Displaced (ln) 6.493∗∗ 17.154∗

(3.187) (9.285)

Deaths/Sentences 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.082
(0.00002) (0.004) (0.069)

Deaths/Sentences (ln) 2.588∗∗∗ 164.128∗∗∗ 1.463
(0.175) (20.291) (4.489)

Distance between Capitals 0.016 0.005 −0.017 −0.009 1.938 0.374 0.588 0.344 0.302∗∗ 0.309∗∗

(0.011) (0.013) (0.023) (0.022) (2.524) (2.430) (1.387) (1.390) (0.153) (0.155)

Shared Language −50.740∗∗ −33.258 73.688 29.199 −7,876.077 −1,063.162 −2,326.706 −1,234.577 −1,457.618∗ −1,482.068∗

(20.670) (24.120) (102.015) (99.830) (11,961.190) (11,519.260) (6,281.804) (6,294.555) (754.655) (762.698)

Population (rescaled) −108.247 6.176 517.665∗∗∗ 537.743∗∗∗ −16,060.410∗∗∗ −15,048.140∗∗∗ −15,900.000∗∗∗ −15,223.700∗∗∗ 817.605 859.374∗

(253.429) (291.572) (103.449) (101.191) (3,766.172) (3,626.210) (4,023.062) (4,006.970) (517.150) (517.238)

GDP (rescaled) −0.005 −0.027 −0.020∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ 2.455∗∗∗ 2.363∗∗∗ 2.782∗∗∗ 2.728∗∗∗ −0.094∗∗ −0.095∗∗

(0.035) (0.040) (0.008) (0.008) (0.293) (0.282) (0.270) (0.271) (0.039) (0.039)

Bi-Lateral Trade Flows (rescaled) 0.404 0.438 0.565∗∗∗ 0.557∗∗∗ 10.646 9.739 1.874 2.669 12.496∗∗∗ 12.394∗∗∗

(0.403) (0.464) (0.211) (0.206) (9.075) (8.740) (7.728) (7.721) (2.257) (2.267)

Regional Trade Agreement 0.008 4.004 1.800 1.143 118.671 306.403 −29.252 −14.013 −5.985 −3.908
(18.208) (21.071) (6.749) (6.601) (352.960) (340.676) (315.744) (315.060) (56.502) (56.743)

Urban (pct) 0.399 −1.091 −0.446 −0.279 51.103 24.876 −1.408 −4.983 9.851∗ 10.195∗

(1.561) (1.836) (0.641) (0.627) (49.021) (46.902) (39.890) (39.836) (5.271) (5.288)

Internet (pct) 0.079 −0.061 −0.052 −0.043 4.123 6.412 8.535 8.291 0.725 0.694
(0.213) (0.245) (0.096) (0.094) (7.149) (6.867) (5.946) (5.931) (0.698) (0.702)

Cell Subscriptions 0.098 0.215∗∗ −0.006 −0.0003 −5.815∗∗ −4.677∗ −4.536∗ −4.647∗ −0.987∗∗∗ −0.957∗∗∗

(0.094) (0.107) (0.041) (0.040) (2.866) (2.760) (2.438) (2.432) (0.286) (0.286)

Attempted Coup 10.509 20.158∗∗ 0.196 0.350 −79.363 −102.214 −35.348 −60.074 −3.379 −1.743
(8.823) (10.139) (4.838) (4.732) (736.593) (709.043) (474.733) (473.684) (31.548) (31.678)

Coup (Conspiracy) −10.342 −15.836 −3.832 −3.578 99.214 87.205 112.628 107.939 −1.448 4.458
(10.041) (11.599) (5.427) (5.308) (317.138) (305.355) (273.530) (272.851) (38.805) (38.563)

Coup (Successful) −18.010∗∗ −5.967 −1.523 −1.354 −46.431 139.236 −11.328 −15.081 44.446∗ 43.232
(8.594) (9.874) (4.649) (4.547) (383.077) (369.704) (302.973) (302.195) (26.813) (26.868)

Peacekeepers Killed −0.064 −0.139 −0.348 −0.367 −13.565 0.940 17.493 17.333 0.100 0.075
(0.589) (0.679) (0.278) (0.272) (16.719) (15.184) (14.783) (14.746) (2.221) (2.228)

Peacekeeping Forces −0.002 −0.003 −0.00003 0.00003 0.006 −0.055 −0.044 −0.050 −0.037∗∗∗ −0.039∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.073) (0.070) (0.059) (0.059) (0.008) (0.008)

Journalists Killed 1.559 2.407∗∗ −0.716 −0.661 22.355 11.897 6.704 5.625 12.654∗∗∗ 11.722∗∗∗

(1.042) (1.197) (0.592) (0.579) (28.764) (27.724) (26.471) (26.410) (4.360) (4.306)

Journalists Jailed 0.177 0.161 −0.138 −0.149 2.946 6.435 3.035 3.387 1.451 2.056
(0.233) (0.269) (0.163) (0.159) (9.439) (9.097) (7.910) (7.891) (1.716) (1.637)

Homicides 0.288 0.238 0.046 0.023 12.059 12.144 6.038 6.053 4.257 3.755
(0.295) (0.340) (0.174) (0.170) (14.164) (13.638) (11.715) (11.686) (4.549) (4.564)

Civil Society −0.869 −2.030 −0.119 −0.113 28.695 13.318 13.223 10.204 0.766 1.128
(1.527) (1.758) (0.754) (0.737) (50.110) (48.276) (41.296) (41.217) (5.168) (5.173)

UNSC Membership −1.483 −3.368 −0.340 −0.185 −279.366∗∗ −303.324∗∗∗ −225.324∗∗ −222.823∗∗ 30.947∗∗ 29.277∗∗

(4.071) (4.688) (1.960) (1.917) (112.220) (107.992) (99.214) (98.967) (14.829) (14.796)

U.S. Military Deployment −3.924 −1.735 7.035∗∗ 6.957∗∗ −52.547 −110.442 −45.247 −57.311 22.447 22.093
(5.474) (6.329) (2.827) (2.765) (196.588) (189.464) (170.178) (169.880) (19.669) (19.720)

Conflict Incidents −0.038∗∗ −0.013 0.016 0.016 −0.017 0.049 0.317 0.338 −0.199∗∗∗ −0.174∗∗

(0.019) (0.022) (0.011) (0.011) (0.543) (0.523) (0.507) (0.506) (0.071) (0.068)

World Cup Participant 5.321 7.499 −2.560 −2.787 35.205 −20.154 −272.443 −256.366
(16.728) (19.260) (4.252) (4.159) (263.309) (252.682) (272.083) (271.417)

Olympics Host −14.038 −11.621 23.853∗∗∗ 23.588∗∗∗ 820.692 726.106 1,008.296 1,002.072 62.266 61.600
(25.521) (29.384) (7.212) (7.054) (765.070) (736.909) (708.753) (706.941) (56.943) (57.092)

Democracy-Autocracy 3.553∗∗∗ 4.516∗∗∗ −0.442 −0.451 −1.639 4.874 6.403 5.166 0.527 0.599
(0.786) (0.903) (0.443) (0.433) (30.767) (29.645) (26.224) (26.167) (2.672) (2.695)

US Arrivals 79.751∗∗ 98.811∗∗ −74.793 −50.337 6,205.995 −160.637 2,163.391 1,149.237 −1,759.504∗∗ −1,782.125∗∗

(37.373) (45.351) (91.118) (89.140) (10,786.710) (10,395.260) (5,650.732) (5,663.660) (750.339) (757.079)

U.S. Tourists −0.768 −1.490 2.057 2.052 164.393 52.044 61.240 59.347 −64.905∗ −70.021∗

(7.029) (8.096) (3.462) (3.386) (250.300) (240.723) (190.259) (189.771) (36.342) (36.163)

Observations 534 534 3,908 3,908 679 679 804 804 334 334
R2 0.726 0.636 0.281 0.312 0.354 0.401 0.350 0.354 0.905 0.904
Adjusted R2 0.651 0.537 0.248 0.281 0.171 0.231 0.199 0.203 0.870 0.869

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 7: This table presents the original set of regression results (reported in Appendix Table 4), with a series of
controls added. Estimated rates of reporting across human costs are largely unchanged. In general, very large changes
to the numbers of individuals harmed or killed by the issues we considered are associated with very small changes in
the number of articles written by the media referencing those subjects.
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G Interreality Plots

Figure 17: This figure shows the distribution of individuals forcibly displaced, killed (by malaria and, separately,
landslides), or sentenced to death in levels and in (natural) logs. These plots show that, in levels, these variables are
highly skewed, with small numbers of cases resulting in significantly greater human cost. The distributions are largely
normalized when expressed in logs. Data are at the country-year and roughly cover the period from 2010 through
2019. Data from Fearon and Shaver (2020) (refugee and asylum seeker outflows; World Health Organization (malaria
fatalities); EM-DAT Public (2020) (landslide fatalities); and Amnesty International (2020) (death sentences)
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Figure 18: This figure replicates Figure 7, restricting the set of new outlets to the Economist, Foreign Affairs, Foreign
Policy, Lawfare, New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, War on the Rocks, and Washington Post. Foreign
Affairs and Foreign Policy are chosen because of their specific international affairs focus and prominence. War on the
Rocks and Lawfare appear on the list given Avey et al. (forthcoming)’s finding that roughly a quarter of surveyed (cur-
rent or former) policymakers visited these sites. The Economist, New York Times, USA Today, Wall Street Journal and
Washington Post were listed as the top four most influential (non-television) news outlets among either professionals
working on defense and national security issues or, separately, on trade/global economic issues (Erdos & Morgan,
2015). The results of this exercise closely reflect the patterns we report in Figure 7.
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H Excluding Wire Service Content
We replicate our primary article count (plausible upper bound) searches excluding all identifiable articles written by
wire services in order to determine whether/how our results change given how significantly many news outlets rely
on wire services for international affairs stories. We do this by simultaneously applying three procedures. The first
makes use of an existing Media Cloud function that identifies articles syndicated by the Associated Press, which we
use to exclude all such articles. Secondly, from our list of media sources, we exclude any wire services (e.g. Reuters).
Finally, we augment all search queries with a “NOT” boolean connector followed by a list of wire services by name.71

This final step removes all articles in which a wire service is mentioned directly by name in the article itself. Often,
the author byline included in articles written by a wire service directly names the wire service itself, and this process
is intended to remove all such cases. We note that this step removes articles where wire services themselves are part
of the story (e.g. when the building from which Associated Press officials were working in Gaza was recently bombed
by the Israeli military (O’Brien, 2021). We expect such cases to be rare. Finally, we do not include “AP” in the list of
wire services given the possibility that excluding articles with the acronym “AP” might produce false negatives given
how general this acronym is.

71e.g. NOT (“Associated Press” OR “Reuters” OR...)
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Figure 19: This figure plots the vectors β̂ (transformed to allow for direct comparisons of article counts (γ)). Results indicate that while left-leaning media
outlets are similarly likely to reference foreign affairs topics, the intensity of references to certain topics varies significantly across topics. Left-leaning media
are far more likely to include references to overseas natural disasters and to communicable diseases. The right-leaning media are more likely to reference
topics associated international business and economics. Partisan divisions determined using Ad Fontes Media (2020). Article counts derived using Media
Cloud (2011a).
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Figure 20: This figure plots vectors r2. Results indicate that references to many international relations topics are as divergent (or more so) as references
to partisan language (as determined by assessing media references to partisan words and expressions derived from Congressional tweets) – denoted by the
dashed blue line. Any and all points at or to the left of this line are estimated to referenced at rates similar to or greater to politicized expressions like “global
warming”. Partisan divisions determined using Ad Fontes Media (2020). Article counts derived using Media Cloud (2011a). Datasets used in this analysis
are described and cited in the appendix.
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I Sentiment Analysis

Figure 21: This figure compares weighted average sentiment scores for reporting Benghazi, Iran, on refugees and
asylum seekers, and Russia/Putin by left- and right-leaning media outlets (blue and red, respectively). These patterns
are compared with overall weighted average sentiment scores for these same outlets (dashed). Gray lines give averages
for each set.
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J Correlates of Foreign Reporting

Table 8:
Dependent variable:

Article References Title References Article References Title References
OLS OLS Quasipoisson Quasipoisson
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Distance between Capitals 0.150∗∗ 0.176∗∗ 0.00003∗∗ 0.00004∗∗∗
(0.058) (0.075) (0.00001) (0.00001)

Shared Language −390.324 303.267 −0.195∗∗ −0.019
(308.860) (220.878) (0.093) (0.086)

Population −0.005∗∗ −0.003 −0.00000 −0.00000
(0.002) (0.002) (0.00000) (0.00000)

GDP 0.00001∗∗∗ 0.00001∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗ 0.000∗∗∗
(0.00000) (0.00000) (0.000) (0.000)

Bi-Lateral Trade Flows 0.0004∗∗∗ 0.0003∗∗∗ 0.00000∗∗∗ 0.00000∗∗∗
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.000) (0.000)

Regional Trade Agreement 2,322.443∗∗∗ 1,610.971∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗
(356.152) (405.294) (0.090) (0.082)

Urban (pct) 51.005∗∗∗ 43.034∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗
(9.162) (7.122) (0.003) (0.002)

Internet (pct) −14.223 −7.044 −0.002 −0.001
(8.193) (7.165) (0.002) (0.002)

Cell Subscriptions −16.161∗∗∗ −15.401∗∗∗ −0.003∗ −0.003∗∗
(4.414) (3.935) (0.001) (0.001)

Attempted Coup −1,247.651∗ −508.918 −0.834∗∗ −0.784∗∗
(634.279) (361.102) (0.401) (0.338)

Coup (Conspiracy) 32.989 −435.667 0.054 −0.200
(1,511.457) (1,203.215) (0.397) (0.391)

Coup (Successful) 4,816.517∗ 4,129.147∗∗ 0.841∗∗∗ 0.893∗∗∗
(2,218.227) (1,693.262) (0.237) (0.209)

Peacekeepers Killed −134.412 −162.167∗ 0.003 −0.008
(90.149) (74.889) (0.020) (0.019)

Peacekeeping Forces −0.077 −0.112 0.00002 0.00002
(0.115) (0.092) (0.00003) (0.00002)

Journalists Killed 783.165∗∗ 531.799∗ 0.076∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗
(318.697) (264.252) (0.019) (0.017)

Journalists Jailed 245.793∗∗∗ 202.393∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗
(30.053) (20.301) (0.003) (0.003)

Homicides −46.295∗∗∗ −40.742∗∗∗ −0.019∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗
(8.373) (7.117) (0.004) (0.004)

Civil Society 509.222∗∗∗ 345.589∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗
(129.858) (114.649) (0.025) (0.022)

UNSC Membership −1.895 −189.656 0.058 0.048
(775.034) (599.209) (0.093) (0.082)

U.S. Military Deployment 2,356.897∗∗ 2,348.077∗∗∗ 0.293∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗
(870.665) (691.479) (0.122) (0.110)

Conflict Incidents 14.944∗∗ 13.079∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗
(4.984) (4.745) (0.0003) (0.0003)

World Cup Participant −1,668.472 −1,922.200 0.105 0.097
(1,770.816) (1,606.993) (0.193) (0.170)

Olympics Host 12.259 −842.606 0.379 0.402
(3,876.360) (4,322.759) (0.241) (0.271)

Democracy-Autocracy −183.416∗∗∗ −129.444∗∗ −0.044∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗
(43.732) (40.806) (0.010) (0.009)

US Arrivals −1,002.133∗ −80.844 0.030 0.099
(487.996) (327.816) (0.107) (0.100)

U.S. Tourists 2,517.923∗∗∗ 1,903.417∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗ 0.785∗∗∗
(504.853) (490.636) (0.099) (0.090)

Observations 1,193 1,124 1,193 1,124
R2 0.641 0.658
Adjusted R2 0.631 0.647

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K Differences in Means
This section includes results for the difference in means comparisons. For each regression, ∆ Left- and Right-Leaning Reporting refers formally to

additional reporting by right-leaning outlets (such that mean right-leaning reporting is given by mean left-leaning reporting + ∆ Left- and Right-Leaning
Reporting).

K.1 International Affairs

Table 9:

Dependent variable:

Countries Heads of State Major Cities

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting 0.802 −0.256∗∗ −0.079
(1.727) (0.104) (0.247)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 30.000∗∗∗ 1.507∗∗∗ 4.495∗∗∗

(1.221) (0.073) (0.175)

Observations 5,054 8,860 8,682
R2 0.00004 0.001 0.00001
Adjusted R2 −0.0002 0.001 −0.0001

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.2 Global Governance

Table 10:

Dependent variable:

Global Summits International Courts Int’l Organizations NGO

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting −0.156 0.194 −0.219 −0.850∗∗

(0.379) (0.163) (0.914) (0.378)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 1.590∗∗∗ 0.606∗∗∗ 4.895∗∗∗ 2.615∗∗∗

(0.268) (0.115) (0.646) (0.267)

Observations 312 722 1,960 498
R2 0.001 0.002 0.00003 0.010
Adjusted R2 −0.003 0.001 −0.0005 0.008

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.3 International Security

Table 11:

Dependent variable:

Combatants Foreign Military Nuclear Power Plants Refugees

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting 0.328 −0.124 −0.024 0.014
(0.861) (0.107) (0.047) (0.050)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 3.611∗∗∗ 1.179∗∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗

(0.609) (0.076) (0.033) (0.035)

Observations 1,804 3,394 556 1,320
R2 0.0001 0.0004 0.0005 0.0001
Adjusted R2 −0.0005 0.0001 −0.001 −0.001

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.4 Human Rights

Table 12:
Dependent variable:

Death Sentence Human Rights Bodies ICC Cases Child Labor FGM Human Trafficking LGBT Rights Press Freedom Religious Rights Torture

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting −0.075∗∗∗ −0.096 −0.034 −0.027∗∗∗ −0.0001 −0.016 −0.226∗∗∗ −0.105∗∗∗ −0.047∗∗∗ −0.230∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.268) (0.083) (0.003) (0.003) (0.015) (0.022) (0.011) (0.011) (0.027)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 0.364∗∗∗ 1.106∗∗∗ 0.297∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗ 0.465∗∗∗ 0.224∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗ 0.575∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.189) (0.059) (0.002) (0.002) (0.011) (0.015) (0.007) (0.008) (0.019)

Observations 4,234 230 160 2,892 2,548 4,006 4,282 3,740 3,712 4,380
R2 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.033 0.00000 0.0003 0.025 0.026 0.005 0.017
Adjusted R2 0.003 −0.004 −0.005 0.033 −0.0004 0.0001 0.025 0.026 0.004 0.017

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.5 World Economy

Table 13:

Dependent variable:

Currencies Stock Exchanges World Banks

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting 1.454∗∗ 0.090∗∗ 1.353∗∗∗

(0.725) (0.041) (0.260)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 1.159∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗ 1.687∗∗∗

(0.513) (0.029) (0.184)

Observations 1,850 1,142 1,256
R2 0.002 0.004 0.021
Adjusted R2 0.002 0.003 0.020

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.6 Global Health

Table 14:

Dependent variable:

Diphtheria Ebola HIV Malaria Measles TB

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting −0.012∗∗∗ −0.087 −0.191∗∗∗ −0.053∗∗∗ −0.058∗∗∗ −0.046∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.077) (0.020) (0.010) (0.008) (0.005)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 0.034∗∗∗ 0.408∗∗∗ 0.445∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.054) (0.014) (0.007) (0.006) (0.004)

Observations 1,638 3,480 4,580 4,106 3,238 3,636
R2 0.017 0.0004 0.020 0.007 0.015 0.021
Adjusted R2 0.016 0.0001 0.019 0.007 0.015 0.021

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.7 Natural Disasters

Table 15:

Dependent variable:

Cold Wave Drought Earthquake Flood Heat Wave Hurricane Landslide Tsunami Volcanic Activity Wildfire

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting 0.005 −0.103∗∗∗ −0.206∗∗∗ −0.202∗∗∗ −0.032∗∗∗ −0.321∗∗∗ −0.130∗∗∗ −0.128∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.097∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.015) (0.067) (0.040) (0.007) (0.046) (0.016) (0.055) (0.004) (0.011)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 0.045∗∗∗ 0.322∗∗∗ 0.583∗∗∗ 0.779∗∗∗ 0.109∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗ 0.344∗∗∗ 0.327∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.011) (0.047) (0.028) (0.005) (0.032) (0.011) (0.039) (0.003) (0.008)

Observations 2,138 4,370 4,572 4,798 3,234 4,698 4,194 4,138 3,190 3,468
R2 0.001 0.011 0.002 0.005 0.006 0.010 0.016 0.001 0.002 0.022
Adjusted R2 0.0005 0.010 0.002 0.005 0.006 0.010 0.016 0.001 0.002 0.022

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.8 Global Environment

Table 16:

Dependent variable:

Air Quality Biodiversity Protected Areas Water Resources

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting −0.108∗∗∗ −0.110∗∗∗ −0.026 −0.036∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.012) (0.052) (0.003)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 0.223∗∗∗ 0.259∗∗∗ 0.274∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.009) (0.037) (0.002)

Observations 3,950 4,428 830 2,646
R2 0.013 0.018 0.0003 0.062
Adjusted R2 0.012 0.018 −0.001 0.062

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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K.9 World Culture

Table 17:

Dependent variable:

Philharmonics Sporting Events

∆ Left- and Right-Reporting −0.037∗∗∗ 1.788∗

(0.004) (1.037)

Mean Left-Leaning Reporting 0.051∗∗∗ 2.969∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.733)

Observations 2,360 986
R2 0.043 0.003
Adjusted R2 0.043 0.002

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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